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The handbook does not attempt to define a single “best” system for any site. Instead, it
presumes that readers need to be aware of the key factors that influence the probability of
achieving success with any given combination of equipment and site characteristics.
Readers will then use their own judgement to evaluate the merits of the various options.
The information in the handbook should be considered only as part of an overall process
for equipment selection which will vary from company to company.

OPERATING TECHNIQUES
As described previously, each machine type is defined by some basic features that make
it suitable for a range of site conditions. Conversely, few sites are suited to just one type
of equipment — often changing the operating methods will make the difference between
the success and failure of using a particular equipment type.
This section will describe various operating techniques, and their effects on operational
and environmental considerations. While the emphasis is on primary transport equipment, the other phases will also be mentioned.

Ground-based Primary Transport
Roadside versus landing systems
One distinguishing characteristic between harvesting systems is whether the logs are
transported to roadside or landing. This decision has major implications on harvesting
economics plus some impacts on the post-harvesting activities.
O P E R AT I O NA L

One technique to reduce
logging costs is to ensure
that each machine is used as
much as possible on every
shift. Separating the phases
with stockpiles of logs is one
way to achieve this goal because a delay in one phase
will have minimal impact
on previous or subsequent
phases. The key to roadside
logging is to allow adequate
space to stockpile the logs — a rule of thumb in the Interior is to separate each phase
by about one week’s production.
Roadside logging often implies full-tree or tree-length skidding with grapples or
clambunks, but cut-to-length, horse logging, loader-forwarders, and cherry pickers are
also used in roadside systems. It is also used where full trees are skidded to roadside
and trucked to a central location for processing. For this section, “roadside logging”
will refer to the narrow definition of full-tree or tree-length systems using
skidders or clambunks,
with subsequent mechanical processing.
A primary consideration for
roadside logging is the
sideslope adjacent to the
roads. The sideslopes must
be less than 15–20% to
stockpile and process the
logs because the processors
have difficulty reaching the
logs on steeper ground. The

Figure 111
The flat slope in this
cutblock allows the
skidder to drop the
logs at any location
along the road’s
length.

Figure 112
A clambunk skidder
piling logs at the
roadside by offloading
with its grapple.
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entire road does not need to be suitable for processing logs, but a rule of thumb is that
at least one-third of the road’s length must be suitable. The ground itself must be free of
large obstacles that would prevent stockpiling the logs or impede travel for the loader.
Roadside operations allow a great deal of flexibility to combine various machines into
systems such that each machine works optimally. Even though the individual machines
may work at different rates, they can be combined in different numbers, shift lengths,
or number of shifts per day to ensure that each machine is fully utilized. Roadside logging also eliminates the congestion that occurs in landings and can improve the safety
environment for workers.
The high degree of mechanization required for roadside logging results in very high
capital costs, which subsequently requires a large harvesting volume to amortize the
equipment costs at an economical rate. Roadside logging can achieve low unit costs,
but only when based on high productivity.
Hand-bucking of small trees of roadside decks is generally impractical because of safety,
logistical, and productivity concerns; therefore, mechanical processing is required. Productivity for mechanical processing is highest when all the trees are oriented with their
butts in the same direction; therefore, mechanized falling is usually used with roadside
logging.
The processor type influences its practicality for roadside processing. Stroke delimbers
return the processed logs to about the same location where they were retrieved, but
dangle-head processors move the logs from one location to another during processing.
This design feature means that the logs must be decked about one log-length away from
the road edge, with the logs becoming aligned with the road edge only after processing. Because of this design difference, stroke delimbers are more commonly used for
roadside processing than dangle-head processors.
Because the loader must be able to operate from an unprepared surface, wheeled
front-end loaders are unsuitable for roadside systems. Furthermore, optimizing trucking costs under typical highway weight restrictions requires that some of the butts be
aligned to the front of the truck while the remainder be aligned to the rear of the truck.
Since the logs are all aligned in one direction after processing, a butt ’n top loader is
required to alternate the log orientation.

Figure 113
Small landings can
become congested
with equipment
and logs.
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However, roadside logging is impractical for some locations. The sideslope adjacent to
the roads may be too steep — if not enough space is available on suitable terrain to deck
the timber for processing, “hot processing and loading” is required. The timber may be
too large for mechanical processing or other resource constraints may require the use
of less-mechanized systems.
Every operating division will
have some volume that must
be logged to landings, and
the licensee must decide
how best to accommodate
this requirement for flexibility. Two different methods
are (1) to ensure that each
contractor has the equipment required for all conditions, or (2) to employ
a range of contractors
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specialized for different conditions. Each method has its benefits, and the outcome of
this decision will vary among licensees depending on their corporate requirements.
Landing-based operations
are typically less mechanized than roadside operations. Therefore,landingbased operations are more
appropriate when more log
manufacturing is required or
in niche operations such as
cleanup around riparian areas. The volume of timber
may be insufficient to justify
the transportation costs for a
large, mechanized operation, and less-mechanized equipment may be more appropriate. Landings are usually
required for steeper ground where the highly mechanized equipment cannot operate.

Figure 114
A line skidder pulls a
turn into a landing as
the front-end loader
waits for the next truck
to arrive.

Many landings are restricted to less than 0.3 ha. With this landing size, the amount of
log storage space is limited, and all phases must work more closely together on
either one or several landings. Two or three concurrent landings in an operating area
can help optimize productivity, but even with multiple landings, the travel time between
landings can make it impractical to separate the phases. There is less opportunity to
combine shifts of different lengths, or for the machines to work different numbers of shifts
per day. As a result, the productivity of all machines is usually limited by the rate of the
slowest phase.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Roadside and landing systems have considerably different machine-travel patterns over
the cutblock, which can influence whether the site’s growth potential becomes degraded
after harvesting. In roadside systems, the traffic is dispersed over a wider area. Almost
every part of the cutblock receives some traffic, and the areas near the roadside undergo
many cycles of machine traffic. The first one to five passes may cause the greatest portion of the total compaction, so the entire cutblock could be affected. However, the
impact of machine traffic depends largely on the site characteristics and operating conditions, and even many passes may result in no compaction under some conditions. In
contrast, the traffic in landing-based systems is concentrated on fewer skid trails, especially near the landings. Trails may become severely compacted and require subsequent
site rehabilitation, but the extent of the impact is well defined. Note that the choice between roadside and landing systems can influence the amount and extent of site
disturbance.
See the following “Skidding pattern” discussion and the “Site and Stand Characteristics”
section later in the handbook for additional information about skidding patterns and soil
impacts.
The limbs and tops that accumulate during mechanical processing could reduce the
amount of plantable area for some sites; the debris is commonly piled on the road for
subsequent burning. Excavators are increasingly used for roadside cleanup because of
their lower soil disturbance as compared with crawler tractors. Debris from landings
must be piled and burned (if permitted), and fire guards may be required around the
landing.
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More care must be taken with roadside harvesting to restore all drainage structures properly after operations are completed because they could become plugged with logging
debris.

Figure 115
The skidders dropped
the logs at the
roadside, and the
loader moved them
into piles, which
reduced the amount
of roadside traffic.

After dropping the logs at roadside, the usual practice is to push them into a pile with
the skidder, which increases the amount of machine traffic immediately adjacent to the
road and potentially increases the amount of soil compaction and log breakage. An
alternative is simply to drop the logs at the roadside and to pile them with a log loader.
This method may result in
less ground compaction, but
with additional costs. However, the contractor that FERIC
observed using this technique said that increased
productivity for the skidders
offset the loader cost.
The silvicultural system has
an influence on the choice
between roadside or landing operations. Landings are
usually used in partial cutting systems to provide for loading sites where machine operations will not damage the
residual stand. In roadside operations, sufficient trees must be removed to provide a clear
working area.
Skidding pattern
As defined for this handbook, three skidding patterns are commonly used in British
Columbia: random skidding, designated trails, and return trails. Random skidding is typical for gentle terrain where topography does not limit machine travel, and traffic is not
concentrated at any specific location. With designated trails, the travel routes are predetermined and usually marked in the field. The skidders may travel entirely on the
designated trails, or they may be used for a portion of the travel route. Designated trails
are appropriate for steep or sensitive areas such as near gullies. On sites with sensitive
soils, designated trails limit the areas where machines are allowed to travel, and thus
limit the extent of soil disturbance. With return trails, the skidder travels on different
routes for the outbound and inbound portions of the cycle.
O P E R AT I O NA L

On gentle terrain, ground-based equipment can travel anywhere on the cutblock in a
random pattern. As the terrain becomes steeper, bladed skid trails may be required for
safe access. Generally, sideslopes of about 35% are considered to be the upper limit at
which wheeled skidders can work safely off the trail.
With more emphasis on soil conservation and with the implementation of soil disturbance guidelines, constructing an extensive network of skid trails to accommodate
skidders is less common to minimize soil disturbance. Instead, cable yarding is used
more often, or operations are scheduled for winter on snow, when skid trails require less
soil excavation.
Skid trails are used to reduce the risk of overturning the skidder, to allow faster travel,
or to control the distribution of traffic. Costs are incurred to locate, construct, and
rehabilitate trails after harvesting. On steep ground, skidders may be confined to the
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Figure 116
High-density skid
trails on steep terrain
were once common,
but this access
pattern is no longer
considered
acceptable.
Alternatives to this
skidding pattern
include designated
skid trails or cable
yarding.

trails, which decreases productivity because the skidder operator must pull the
chokers from the trail to the
hookup site for the logs.
The return-trail pattern is
used to avoid turning the
skidders around on steep
ground, thus reducing the
risk of overturning the machine. The skidders use a
trail constructed to the top
of the hill on the outbound
portion of the cycle. From
the top, the skidders travel
straight down the hill, picking up a turn of logs on the
way. Intermediate trails may
be built between the top
and bottom of the cutblock
to serve as both inbound
and outbound trails depending on the skidding location
relative to the trail.

Figure 117
A form of return-trail
system. Parallel skid
trails were located
about five tree-lengths
apart, and the skidder
travelled straight
downhill between
trails to pick up the
logs.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Trails limit the extent of machine traffic, thus limiting the distribution of soil disturbance over the cutblock. However, the type of concentrated disturbance resulting from trail construction and use may
be more detrimental than disturbance from random skidding.
Trails can become channels to concentrate surface water and cause soil erosion, or they
can be compacted and reduce seedling growth. Careful layout and rehabilitation are
required to maintain proper drainage patterns.
Random skidding and designated trails may be combined within a single cutblock,
(e.g., portions of a cutblock may be steep enough to require trails while other portions
are less steep). Skidders tend to gravitate towards a common trail around landings, but
without designated trails, several routes may be used before a single trail becomes the
preferred route. By designating a preferred route, the total amount of disturbed land area
can be reduced around the landing.
With the return-trail system, the amount of soil disturbance may vary depending on the
slope position. Soil disturbance will be less at the top of the slope where there is little
traffic off the trails, but higher at the bottom where the traffic is more concentrated.
Clambunks work in a series of trails perpendicular to the haul road, accumulating a load
as they travel back to the road; they may pass over each portion of land just one time. Forwarders follow the trail of the feller-processor, travelling on a mat of debris. With loaderforwarders, planning the travel routes can reduce soil disturbance by avoiding sensitive
zones such as wet or soft ground. Where soft ground cannot be avoided, mats or debris
placed on the trails must be used to spread the load and reduce soildisturbance. The trail
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should maximize the use of benches on steep ground, and careful planning is required to
ensure that the machine can reach all the timber without leaving the trail.
Operating period
To maximize the amount of timber harvested with each machine, some operations work
two or more shifts per day, while others are limited to daytime operations only.
O P E R AT I O NA L

Figure 118
Mechanical harvesting
equipment with proper
lighting allows for
round-the-clock
operations.

Highly mechanized operations, where all workers are enclosed in machine cabs, can
be conducted at night as well as during the day. This approach increases the total number
of hours worked per year,
which helps to amortize the
capital cost of the machinery and reduce overall
operating costs. Nighttime
operations are typical for
northern Interior locations
where most of the annual
harvest must be done in
winter when the daylight
period is short.
However, productivity at
night is usually lower than
during the day, given the same operating conditions, because of reduced visibility. Scheduling the more difficult areas for daylight operations can help maximize total productivity. Nighttime operations can also make maintenance more difficult — the machine
operates in the evening when it might normally be serviced or repaired.
Some safety hazards or log-quality factors may be less visible at night than during daytime. Operating at night with on-the-ground workers is not feasible because of the safety
hazard of working in the dark.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Boundary markings are less visible at night than during the day, and the risk of inadvertently crossing a boundary is higher. This risk increases near areas that are marked
with several boundaries, such as machine-free zones near riparian management areas.
Coordinating the day and night shifts so that operations along the boundary are done
during the day and in the cutblock interior at night can minimize the risk of trespass into
a sensitive zone. Reflective tape and paint on boundary lines can also help with nighttime
visibility.
Method of trail construction
Three types of machines can be used to construct trails: skidders, crawler tractors, or
excavators.
O P E R AT I O NA L

Because wheeled skidders can construct only the simplest trails — they can only clear
logs out of the way and do minor excavation — a machine capable of making a soil cut
is required for building trails on steep ground. The crawler tractor was used most often
in the past, but recently the hydraulic excavator has been become more common for
constructing trails.
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Since trailbuilding is not a full-time job, the trailbuilder must either be used for other
purposes or sit idle for part of the time. Many contractors have old tractors used for
miscellaneous purposes, such as building trails. One worker may do this job as a parttime activity, or the tractor may be used for skidding as required. Kockx and Krag (1993)
found that the experience and skill of the operator played a large role in the site disturbance caused by trailbuilders. They also found that the trailbuilder and skidders must
be matched closely in size, and that switching to a smaller trailbuilder did not
necessarily result in smaller trails unless the skidders are also downsized.
Excavators equipped with buckets can be used very successfully for trailbuilding; with
quick-change attachments they can also be used for site preparation, cleanup, or loaderforwarding.
In winter, a tractor may be required to clear the snow for the wheeled skidders.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Excavators can keep topsoil and subsoil separated during construction and have more
control over placement of the soil to facilitate easier and more effective rehabilitation
after harvesting. Excavators can also work in more sensitive areas such as near streams
because they do not cause as much soil disturbance when turning. They can be used
to construct temporary crossings or to place portable bridges without encroaching on
the stream.
Protection of the residual stand
Protection of the residual
stand refers to preserving
advance regeneration as the
overstorey is removed, or
avoiding damage to the remaining trees in a partial
cutting silvicultural system.
This protection must not
only be considered at the
extraction phase, but also
during planning, falling, and
post-harvesting. Planning
the patterns for cutting and
extraction, and following the
plans through completion, are the keys to successful protection of the residual stand.

Figure 119
The shorter logs
carried on forwarders
are easier to maneuver
between the residual
trees in a partial cut
than the full-length
trees moved by
skidders.

O P E R AT I O NA L

The area travelled over by the harvesting equipment must be minimized; therefore, the
falling and skidding equipment should use the same trails to minimize damage to the
residual trees. Zero-swing feller-bunchers can work successfully from trails barely wider
than their track widths, such as in partial cutting systems.
Cut-to-length systems using feller-processors have different capabilities and requirements
than full-tree harvesting systems using feller-bunchers and skidders. Feller-processors
cannot hold the trees vertically after they are cut from the stump, whereas feller-bunchers
can keep the tree vertical. With feller-processors, the trees fall into the residual stand
and may cause some damage. After falling, the trees are cut into short lengths and loaded
onto forwarders.
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Figure 120
Rub trees prevent
damage to the
residual trees.

Figure 121
Falling the trees in a
herringbone pattern
with the butts facing
the yarding corridors
will help minimize
damage to the residual
trees.

The CTL system is well
suited to protecting the residual crop because of the
shorter logs. In full-tree or
tree-length systems, the
trails must be fairly straight
to avoid the sweeping effect
of dragging long logs behind
a skidder. Where curves are
required, leaving rub trees
or posts will protect the crop
trees and define the location
of the skid trails. The rub
trees can be felled manually and skidded after all the other trees have been harvested.
The trails in CTL systems can have more curves, although very sharp corners will still
cause problems with tree rubbing.
The trees must be felled in the proper orientation towards the trail. Feller-bunchers can
hold the trees vertically after cutting, so they can be placed in the desired location and
orientation. By working from the back of the trail, the feller-buncher can lay the trees
on the trail, ready for the
skidder. If this is not feasible,
a “herringbone” pattern
minimizes the turn angle for
the trees to turn onto the trail.
Operators of delimbers and
other post-harvesting or support equipment must be
instructed not to knock over
residuals that have been protected during skidding.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

In partial cutting systems, the fallers must ensure that the residual trees meet the proper
requirements for species, size, form, and health. If the cutting prescription is complex,
feller-buncher operators may be unable to distinguish properly between cut and leave
trees, and tree marking or hand-falling may be required. With hand-falling, line skidders
are also required to reach from the trails to the felled trees.
The root systems of the residual trees must be carefully protected. Increasing the stump
heights will avoid having the skid plates on the felling head dig into the ground and sever
the roots of the residuals.
Since many partial cutting systems require multiple entries into the stand over the rotation period, it is important to restrict machine traffic to the same skid trails during each
entry to reduce the cumulative effects of soil disturbance.
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Cable Primary Transport
Roadside versus landing
As with ground-based equipment, yarders can be used in roadside or landing operations,
and many of the factors that apply to ground-based systems also apply to cable systems.
The ability to separate the yarding and loading phases results in increased efficiency,
and the safety aspects are improved because of decreased congestion around the landing. Refer to the discussion for ground-based operations for additional information.
O P E R AT I O NA L

Roadside operations for cable systems are often limited to swing yarders because of their
ability to pile the logs away from the immediate landing area.
Figure 122 (L)
The terrain was too
steep for decking off
the road, and the
swing capability of the
yarder was required to
land the logs on the
road.

Figure 123 (R)
Small landings on
steep hillsides often
require that a yarder
and loader work
together to prevent
logs from slipping
down the
embankment.

Unlike ground-based systems, swing yarders can be used for roadside operations even
on steep ground. Processing is usually done manually, and the sideslope must only be
low enough to allow the logs to be decked without sliding back into the cutblock. About
60% is the maximum for piling logs with swing yarders configured for grapple yarding.
For steeper areas, where the logs cannot be piled adjacent to the road, they can be piled
on the road. Since a clear travel corridor out of the cutblock must be maintained at all
times from the yarder, it must work from the back of the cutblock to the front. In turn,
this requires that the full length of the road be yarded before loading commences to allow
free access for the loader and trucks. Road layout that includes several spurs can help
with scheduling the yarding and loading.
For yarding to landings, towers may be paired with an auxiliary machine, (e.g., a loader,
skidder, or stroke delimber) to remove the logs after unhooking. In very steep locations,
the loader may be required to hold the logs as they are unhooked, or the landing must
provide a flat surface large enough to land the logs. However enlarging the landing may
result in unacceptable or excessive soil disturbance and decrease the deflection for uphill
yarding. Two-stage, “stepped” landings can help. Without a helper machine, the
sideslope must also be low enough to unhook the logs safely without them sliding back
into the cutblock. Various toothed devices that can be anchored to stumps can hold the
logs safely while they are unhooked.
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Figure 124
Because of insufficient
room to pile and load
the logs near the tower,
a skidder forwarded the
logs to a landing.

In addition to roadside and landing systems,
cable yarders can also be used in “cold deck”
systems in which the logs are yarded first to an
intermediate location away from the truck road,
and then yarded to the final destination over a
second cable system. Cold decks were common in the early 1900s, when logging railways
were located only in the valley bottoms, and
cold decks provided access to steep areas
where the railways could not be built. This system may be appropriate today for locations
such as hanging valleys where road access is
impossible.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Even though there is no machine traffic to cause
compaction on areas adjacent to the landing,
soil disturbance may occur within the yarding
roads themselves. Soil disturbance on the immediate roadside areas are less of a concern
because the loading and
processing phases typically
occur on the road itself.
However,
the
debris
cleanup and water flow restoration issues are similar
between the two systems.
Being more typical of
coastal areas where heavy
precipitation is common,
adequate drainage must be
maintained at all times
for cable-based roadside
systems.

Figure 125
The loader and
stationary processor
were located about
150 m from the tower.

Large landings on steep ground can occupy a significant area. Landing size must be minimized, consistent with safe and economical operation. Proper drainage patterns must
be maintained around landings to prevent surface water from being concentrated. Downhill yarding with towers tends to concentrate the water flow in the tracks left by the logs.
Figure 126
A swing yarder
configured for
grapple yarding and
a loader working in a
roadside operation.
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In some situations, cold
decks can be used to avoid
roadbuilding in difficult
areas. Various combinations
are feasible: yarding to the
cold deck with subsequent
yarding to the roadside,
yarding and then skidding,
or skidding and then
yarding. Site-specific conditions will determine what
layout will work best for a

particular location, and a cost-benefit analysis will help to choose between building the
road and “swinging” the timber to an existing road.
Full or partial suspension
For most cable operations, one end of the logs is lifted off the ground while the other
end drags on the ground. This minimizes the stress on the yarder, cables, and anchors.
However, some yarders can lift the payload clear above the ground to avoid any disturbance to the soil or residual forest. To achieve full suspension, the appropriate yarder must
be used, and the cutblock layout must
allow for adequate deflection and clearance.
O P E R AT I O NA L

When laying out a cutblock for full suspension,
the planner must ensure that there is adequate
room to accommodate the cable sag, the length
of the logs, the height of the carriage, plus the
clearance above the residual stand. Various analytical procedures and computer programs are
available to calculate the payload for different
machines and ground profiles.

Figure 127
Skylines can lift the
logs completely free of
the ground to clear
obstacles.

The skyline anchors must also be strong enough
to support the loads imposed by full suspension.
Stumps are usually used for anchors, but fabricated anchors may be required where the
stumps are too small or too decayed.
Highlead machines are not typically capable of
full suspension because the only way to increase lift is to apply more braking pressure to the haulback. Neither the brakes nor the
haulback is designed for the additional stress. A skyline system is usually required for
full suspension. Gravity slacklines, slacklines, and running skylines are all capable of
full-suspension operations.
An alternative setup for
highlead machines is to use
a “scab” skyline that links
the butt-rigging with a rider
block that runs on the
haulback line. This configuration provides more lift
than normal, although not
as much lift as a full-fledged
skyline, and full suspension
is feasible only for short distances. However, this skyline causes more wear on
the lines and brakes, and is not used extensively.

Figure 128
The rider block
between the haulback
and the butt-rigging
transforms this
highlead yarder into a
“scab” skyline
configuration to
provide additional lift.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Full suspension over sensitive areas may eliminate the need to build roads for accessing those areas. However, the layout must be based on the “total-chance” concept, not
just on the single cutblock. By looking at the total layout, the planner is assured that the
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road eliminated by full-suspension logging today will not be required for tomorrow’s
adjacent cutblock.
With their capability of fully suspending the payloads, skylines can substatially
reduce soil disturbance in sensitive areas, given favourable topography and careful layout. The locations where scouring does occur are limited to spots where deflection is
inadequate, and the logs are dragged across the ground. However, full suspension does
not imply zero impact. The skyline cable must be lowered to the ground periodically
for maintenance, which can do some minor damage to plantations or no-logging zones.
Debris may be dropped from the logs into the fly-over zones during inhaul, and the logs
come in contact with the ground at the hookup site and the landing.
Tailhold anchors
Four basic methods are used to anchor the cables at the backline: stump-rigging,
backspar trees, mobile tailholds, and alternative anchors.
O P E R AT I O NA L

A primary consideration for cable layout is the amount of clearance under the cables
at the backline. Highlead systems can operate with little clearance, and the butt-rigging
can even drag on the ground over short distances. In contrast, the carriages and grapples for skylines or grapple yarders must be suspended in the air at all times. The type
of tailhold determines the amount of clearance under the cables at the backline.
Figure 129
This stump provides a
secure anchor for the
skyline.

Stumps work well for highlead anchors. The stumps
may be located at the
cutblock boundary, or beyond the boundary to
increase the clearance. To
withstand the cable tension,
the stumps must be of
adequate size, free of decay,
and well rooted. Several
stumps can be used together
when single stumps are
inadequate. Failures of
stump anchors are costly and dangerous because of the risk to on-the-ground workers.
The Cable Yarding Systems Handbook (Workers’ Compensation Board 1993) provides
information about various rigging methods and stump selection.

Figure 130
Hydraulic excavators
are commonly used
for backspars with
grapple yarders.
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Stumps can also be used for
anchors for swing yarders
configured for grapple
yarding, especially if they
are situated on small
outcroppings to provide additional clearance for the
grapple at the back end. If
clearance is inadequate for
the grapple, it can be replaced with chokers for the
last few metres near the

tailhold. If the tailhold is too high above the ground, the grapple will have difficulty
reaching the ground to hook the logs.
However, swing yarders configured for grapple yarding operate more quickly than
highlead towers, requiring the yarding roads to be changed more often. Mobile tailholds
greatly increase the efficiency of changing roads. Hydraulic excavators are preferred over
crawler tractors for use as backspars for several reasons: they are more mobile, can easily
clear obstacles out of the way, and can position themselves for yarding or travelling by
turning the superstructure without spinning the tracks. Stability is provided even without a guyline by resting the bucket on the ground. The boom height provides ground
clearance for the grapple adjacent to the backspar. In contrast, crawler tractors cause
more soil disturbance because they are turned for every yarding road, and are best suited
as backspars when they can remain on the truck roads.
The mobile backspar requires a trail for travelling
along the backline. At a
minimum, the trail must be
cleared of all logs, or may
require some minor excavation that maintains natural
drainage patterns. Some
companies prefer to use the
same machine for both
trailbuilding and yarding,
while others pre-build the
trails with a different machine. The advantage of
using separate machines is that trails can be built with a machine in better mechanical
condition and operated by a worker more experienced with pioneering. During operations, the actual backspar machine simply follows the pre-built trail, with no additional
excavation required.

Figure 131
A skilled worker is
required to rig the
backspar tree.

Backspar trees are appropriate for skyline systems in areas of poor deflection, such as
near the top of a rounded ridge. The stand must contain trees large and sound enough
to serve as backspars, and rigging the tree requires skill that the typical crew may not have.
The backspar also provides ground clearance for the carriage at the backline, although this
clearance can sometimes be obtained with stump-rigging by extending the skyline into the
standing timber beyond the cutblock boundary.
Beyond providing additional clearance at the
backline, increasing the anchor height with backspars
increases the clearance over
the full length of the cable,
which can reduce the occurrence of hangups.

Figure 132
These cables lead to a
buried anchor.

In areas where the stumps
are inadequate to serve as
tailholds, it may be necessary to use alternatives such
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as deadmen, rock bolts, and tipping plates. These methods require some installation time
and additional equipment, so they are generally used as a last resort.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Increased backspar height results in increased lift for the payload and less soil disturbance. Depending on deflection, the use of backspars can increase the amount
of area available for logging to each landing, and thus reduce the road network
requirements.
Mobile backspars may require bladed trails which can increase the amount of soil
disturbance. Mats can reduce the amount of excavation required for the backspars.

Figure 133
Lights on the grapple
yarder make nightime
operations feasible.

Operating period
The same economic and operational factors apply to nighttime operations with cable
systems as to ground-based systems. See the section on ground-based systems for additional information.
O P E R AT I O NA L

Systems that employ on-theground workers to hook
chokers are limited to daylight operations.
Swing yarders configured
for grapple yarding can
be operated at night if
equipped with adequate
lighting. The lights are located at the roadside and
must be powerful enough to
illuminate all the way to the backline. During inclement weather, it may be difficult to
see all the logs to ensure that the utilization standards are being met.
Protection of the residual stand
In cable yarding, protection of the residual stand typically refers to partial cutting or to
protecting trees outside the actual cutting area. Protection of advance regeneration in
a clearcut is difficult with cable systems because the whipping effect of the cables may
knock over the small trees. Pulling the logs from the felling site to the corridor (“lateral
yarding”) may also damage the residual stems.

Figure 134
To minimize damage
to the residual stand,
the logs are first
winched into the
skyline corridor using
the dropline, and then
the carriage and logs
are pulled up to the
yarder.

O P E R AT I O NA L

Full-suspension skyline systems can lift logs over plantations located between the
road and the cutblock. This
can eliminate some road
construction through existing plantations.
Falling is difficult and dangerous in partial cuts in
large timber because of the
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overhead hazards. Limbs
and tops may break off or
the trees may get caught in
the residuals. Faller safety is
a primary consideration.
However, partial cuts can be
carried out with conventional equipment (Bennett
1997).
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

In partial cutting, protecting
the advance regeneration
within the cutblock is feasible only with skyline systems. In other systems, the whipping
motion of the cable is likely to knock over the residual stems.

Figure 135
This stand was
selectively harvested
from a series of
corridors using a small
skyline yarder. The low
volume on each road
made it feasible to
yard with a tower and
pile the logs at the
roadside without
requiring a loader to
stay on-site
continuously.
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Aerial Primary Transport
Destination
Helicopters typically require a central landing for processing the timber and loading
trucks. High-production operations may require more than one landing to be used concurrently because the number of logs transported can be too great for a single site.
Landings are usually located on land, but in coastal regions, water drops are
commonly used when the cutblocks are located close to a large body of water. Standard procedures such as confinement of floating debris to the landing area must be put
into place with water drops.
Figure 136
Water drops are
preferred for coastal
locations that are
within economic flying
distance of a suitable
drop site.

Helicopter logging contractors are likely to have
individual preferences about landings, which
should be discussed and agreed upon early in
the planning stage.
O P E R AT I O NA L

The landing equipment complement must be
matched to the helicopter’s production rates
because production delays are very costly. All
activities should be separated into individual
zones to maximize worker safety in the busy
environment. The landing must be well organized to remove the timber from the drop zone
as soon as possible so the helicopter always has
a clear area for landing the timber.

Photo courtesy of
Helifor Industries Ltd.

The landing or drop-zone should be situated as
close to the cutblock as practical to reduce the
flying time. The glide angle should be calculated when the altitude difference between the
cutblock and the landing is large — too-steep glide slopes can actually increase the flying
time.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

The size of the landing may become an issue. Planning an area so that one landing
can be used for several cutblocks over a period of years will reduce the amount of
disturbance.
A plan for debris disposal must be prepared, both for water- and land-based landings.
Large amounts of debris can accumulate because a large volume of timber is processed
through each landing. Water-based operations must include a provision for confining
the debris to the landing area before it is removed.
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Falling
Tree orientation
Orienting the trees properly for the skidding or yarding phase is one of the most important tasks performed by the faller. As trees are being yarded or skidded, they become
aligned with the direction of travel; however, the trees may not “want” to be felled in
that direction. Sideslope,
tree lean, obstacles, partial
cutting prescriptions, and
bucking preferences can all
influence the falling direction. When that happens,
trees must be pulled into
alignment as skidding or
yarding begins.

Figure 137
Hydraulic jacks may
be required for
directional control
when falling in
difficult terrain near
sensitive sites.

Improper alignment reduces
productivity for extraction
and increases the possibility
of stem breakage. Other
effects include more soil disturbance, increased damage to residual trees in a partial cut,
increased safety hazards, and possible equipment breakage. To minimize these detrimental effects, the falling crew must be aware of the proposed yarding or skidding
direction before falling begins, and fall the trees accordingly.
Clearly, feller-bunchers can lay the bunches in almost any orientation, but feller-directors, feller-processors, and hand-fallers can all influence the orientation of the trees. With
hand-fallers, directional falling is standard practice — fallers usually use the tree’s natural
downhill lean as the starting point, and then use wedges to alter the falling direction
slightly. In extreme cases, such as near sensitive zones where falling against the natural
direction of lean is required, small hydraulic jacks or other mechanical aids may be
required to control the falling direction.
In partial cuts, a “herringbone” pattern is commonly
used for falling the trees
as a compromise between
proper alignment for extraction and having the most
trees available in each corridor. Trees are felled at an
angle towards the corridor
to minimize the turning
angle once they reach the
corridor.

Figure 138
Tree alignment is also
important on gentle
terrain. By falling the
trees across the slope,
hookup is easier and
productivity is
enhanced for yarding
with a grapple.

Site for bucking
Falling and bucking are often performed by the same worker, especially for cable yarding
methods and large timber. Bucking the trees into shorter lengths makes them easier to
handle during extraction and minimizes breakage. Furthermore, some trees are simply
too large to handle unless they are bucked into logs, or may be too awkward to handle
in the landing. These trees must be bucked into logs, but the same rationale does not
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necessarily apply to every tree for two reasons: safety and overall economics. The
severe terrain on some cutblocks precludes bucking — it is simply too dangerous to work
— and the trees must be yarded full-length. This situation often results in a congested
landing.
However, the effects of the bucking site on total costs are not always as clear. Having
the fallers buck the trees into logs means performing a task with a highly paid worker
that could be accomplished just as easily on the landing by a lesser-paid worker. Furthermore, the landing bucker may be able to examine the entire tree more easily
before bucking, and make a better decision. By bucking at the stump, breakage is
reduced and yarding efficiency may be improved, but with additional labour cost for
the faller. One FERIC study identified a range of additional cost savings that could accrue
to the overall system by waiting until the last possible moment in the harvesting sequence
before bucking the trees. The fewer pieces handled at each stage resulted in lower costs,
and bucking at the sortyard increased revenues (Araki 1996).
On the other hand, having the faller pre-bunch the trees by hand when yarding very
small timber can significantly reduce yarding costs, and be an overall benefit. Each situation should be examined individually to determine the best procedure.
Regardless of the bucking site, the worker must try to maximize the timber value by
bucking the tree at the optimal lengths.
Sorting
Feller-bunchers can be used to sort the trees before skidding. This has little effect on the
skidding productivity, but provides a valuable benefit for the processing and loading
phases. The timber can be decked at roadside in sorted piles so that neither the processor nor loader must sort. Depending on corporate requirements and the stand characteristics, the sorts can be made according to size, species, or grades.
If the volume per hectare is high enough, sorting during falling could be as simple as
dropping the trees into different bunches. With more scattered timber, the feller-buncher
may have to accumulate a few stems before travelling a short distance to build a
homogenous bunch. The bunches should be properly sized for the skidder to minimize
its travel between bunches to accumulate a full load.
Alternatively, the falling can be done in stages by falling and skidding first one sort and
then the other. This technique works well for different-size trees — the smaller (more
numerous) trees are harvested first to avoid damage and breakage from the larger trees.
Multi-pass falling is more expensive because the feller-buncher must travel twice over
each section of ground, but the skidding costs do not change.
Hours of operation
For safety reasons, hand-falling can occur only during daylight hours, but mechanized falling
can take place at any hour — lights on the felling equipment provide sufficient illumination to work safely. However, some items such as boundary marks or tree-quality indicators may be overlooked at night, especially during inclement weather. Commonly, daylight
hours are used for cutting near the boundaries and nighttime for cutting the interior of the
cutblock to reduce the risk of trespassing beyond boundary lines. This approach is especially important along boundaries of riparian zones or other sensitive areas.
Travel direction
On steep ground, feller-bunchers must travel straight up and down the slope for maximum machine stability, but the feller-buncher can travel in any direction on more
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gentle terrain. The two options are to travel along the contour (parallel to the road), starting at the back of the cutblock, or to travel perpendicular to the contours and the road.
By working along the contour, the upslope area is already cleared, and bunches can be
placed in any location with less swing required by the feller-buncher. In contrast, when
working perpendicular to the contour, the feller-buncher must swing more, half of the
upslope semicircle will always contain standing timber, and the bunches must be placed
more carefully. But the perpendicular track provides the advantage of completing the
full depth of the cutblock earlier, making it available for skidding. The inventory of felled
timber can be reduced with the perpendicular track, a particular advantage for winter
logging when snow may bury the felled trees.

Processing
Sorting
Sorting decreases the processor efficiency and increases costs — separating the trees
prior to skidding can be a better solution than sorting with the processor — but is not
always feasible. Various solutions have been devised for sorting in roadside operations,
and most involve placing the processed logs at different angles to the road, at different
set-backs from the ditchline, or on the opposite side of the road. Each of these methods requires more room
than would be required
without sorting. Regardless
of the method used to distinguish the different sorts, they
must provide a clear separation that is obvious to the
loader operator.

Figure 139
These logs are sorted
into separate piles for
sawlogs and pulp in
preparation for
loading.

Sorting on the landing can
be more or less difficult than
at the roadside. With a frontend loader to take the logs
away from the processor
and enough room to stockpile several sorts on the landing, sorting should be easy.
However, with restricted space, or with a swing loader, sorting on the landing becomes
more difficult. Full loads of each sort must be set aside before loading, and space may
be at a premium.
Mechanical processing in low-productivity situations
When working on a landing, the processor may be idle for a significant portion of its
time if the skidder production is low. The processor is limited to whatever timber is
delivered to the landing by the skidders, thus incurring higher costs. Using the same
machine for both processing and loading can reduce costs in such circumstances. In
one situation, FERIC observed a dangle-head processor loading logs while the regular
loader was broken down, and another instance where a stroke delimber was used regularly for loading. The processor loaded the trucks whenever the production fell below
four loads per day, but a conventional loader was used at higher levels. While loading,
the processor was parked on a ramp behind the trucks that allowed it to reach the full
height of the load. FERIC believes that an opportunity exists to design and develop equipment specifically for this multi-function role in low-productivity situations, perhaps by
using a quick-connection coupling for a dangle-head processor. The processor head
could be replaced with a loading grapple as required.
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Without the processor being used in such a multi-function role, processing costs can
be improved by operating on several sites close to one another so that skidding, processing, and loading can be segregated. Travel time between sites is an important factor, so
having several landings within a single cutblock can be beneficial.

Loading
Landing versus roadside
The suitability to landings or roadside methods depends on the type of equipment. Frontend loaders are usually used for landing operations, and are less suited for roadside
operations because of their space requirements and their need for a flat travel surface.
Swing loaders are more flexible — line and hydraulic loaders can be used for either
method, while butt ’n top loaders are designed for roadside operations.
For swing loaders, the roadside terrain influences the choice between landing and roadside methods. A butt ’n top loader can travel on the unprepared surface adjacent to the
road in flat terrain, but this may not be possible on steeper terrain. Alternative methods
will be required: landings may be required or the loader can load over the cab from the
front of the truck (although this procedure is inefficient). Neither method is desirable over
an extended time period, but either may be required as a short-term solution.
For cable yarding systems, the choice between roadside and landing operations
depends more on the extraction phase than the loading phase. The critical factor for
choosing between roadside and landings is the ability for the extraction phase to pile
the timber adjacent to the road — line and hydraulic loaders can be used in either situation. On roadside operations on very steep terrain, line loaders, unlike hydraulic loaders, can retrieve logs that may have slipped off the log deck and slid down the hill.
Hydraulic loaders have a more limited reach.
Working on several sites simultaneously
A primary benefit of roadside logging is that it allows the phases to be separated, with
each one operating at its own production rate without interference from the other phases.
In landing operations, the loading cost is increased compared with roadside because
the loader is limited to the production rate of the extraction equipment. Loading costs
can be reduced by providing alternative work for the loader, such as a second landing
within easy travel distance, or an area for cherry picking or loader-forwarding.
However, several other factors must also be considered: both landings must have enough
space to deck the logs safely while the loader is absent, the travel time between sites
must not be too long, and the loader must be able withstand the rigours of the extra
travel. Hydraulic loaders are suitable for travel between landings or for loaderforwarding, but line loaders are limited to travelling just a few hundred metres.
Loading direction
The trucking direction must be considered for roadside operations. It is usually best to
start loading from the end of each spur, and work towards the beginning. That way, if
damage occurs to the road to make it impassable for the log trucks, the loader simply
moves towards the beginning of the spur and continues loading. Once repairs to the road
are completed, the loader can move back to its original location. A similar technique
for soft roads is to partially load the truck from the end of the spur, then move to the
beginning to complete the load. This technique can help reduce the ballasting
requirements.
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Loop roads are another way of improving the trucking efficiency — especially with multitrailer trucks which are difficult to back up. Loop roads allow them to always travel forwards. However, loop roads also increase the amount of site occupancy by roads.

Combined Systems
Figure 140
A stroke delimber
operating at the
roadside in a full-tree
system.

The preceding sections have
described the harvesting
equipment as if each machine was independent of
all the others. In fact, machines are used together as
a complete harvesting system. This section will discuss some ways that the
equipment in the various
phases are used together,
and the implications on productivity and environmental
concerns.
Harvesting system descriptions
Harvesting systems can be grouped according to the trees’ form during prime transport
— either full-tree or manufactured log-lengths. These manufactured logs have two variations depending on the log-lengths. When logs are manufactured between 12 and
25 m long, the system is designated “at-the-stump processing,” but when logs about
5–8 m long are produced, the system is commonly called “cut-to-length.”
In both types of manufactured log-length systems, the branches and tops are left at the
cutting site. On-site debris may require post-harvesting removal to abate the fire hazard or improve the site suitability for regeneration.
The log-manufacturing location influences the equipment selection, as well as the distribution of debris across the landing or cutblock.
In the full-tree system, trees are cut and skidded to the landing before any
processing takes place. This system is characteristic of highly mechanized harvesting operations, and is restricted to small timber because of the difficulty of handling large pieces
without causing excessive soil disturbance or damage to machinery or timber.

Full-tree system

Full-tree systems typically
use a feller-buncher with
a skidder, clambunk, or
yarder. Productivity is high
because fewer pieces are
handled than with the other
systems. The stems are typically topped and delimbed
at the landing or roadside using a mechanical
delimber, although the logs
may be manufactured at a
central processing yard in

Figure 141
A stationary delimber and
processor located in a
central processing yard used
in a full-tree harvesting
system. The arms and saw in
this delimber are controlled
remotely from the loader. A
chainsaw in the head is used
for topping the trees, and a
measuring rack located to
the left of the delimber
measures and cuts the logs
to the correct length.
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some full-tree systems. If the logs are transported to a central site for processing, then
special trucks may be required and the haul route may not be on public roads.
Debris accumulations must be managed at the manufacturing site, and artificial
regeneration is usually required because the tree cones are removed from the cutblock.
The full-tree system with roadside or landing-based manufacturing is the most common
mechanical system used in the Interior of British Columbia.
The full-tree system is seldom used with partial cutting because of the difficulty of moving
long stems between the residual trees.
In at-the-stump processing systems, the trees are topped
and cut into logs before being transported to the landing. Logs are typically 15–25 m long.
At-the-stump processing system

Figure 142
At-the-stump
processing with a
conventional stroke
delimber. The
processed logs are
then skidded to the
landing.

This system is especially suited to large timber or difficult terrain where mechanized
falling equipment is unable
to operate, so it is often associated with hand-falling
and hand-bucking. By manufacturing the trees into logs
at the stump, the average
piece size is reduced, and
the potential for breakage
during extraction is reduced. Cutting the trees into
smaller logs may be the only
practical way to move very
large trees without causing
excessive soil disturbance.
However, the justification for at-the-stump processing is not restricted just to timber and
terrain conditions — other on-block considerations may make it desirable to leave the
debris in the cutblock rather than accumulated at the landing. For example, leaving
debris on-site may improve nutrient recycling for some ecosystems, improve the regeneration success, or reduce the cost of managing the debris that would otherwise accumulate on the landing. When combined with mechanical falling, at-the-stump
processing systems require additional processing equipment to travel to the stump —
stroke delimbers, dangle-head delimbers, and delimbing rakes are all possibilities. The
amount of debris generated on-site must be monitored; in some situations, heavy
debris loading may make regeneration difficult, while in other situations, regeneration
may be enhanced.
In the cut-to-length (CTL) system, trees are felled and cut into short
logs (5–8 m) at the stump, and transported via forwarder to the landing. Cut-to-length
systems are typically more expensive in the extraction phase than either full-tree or treelength systems, and their use is limited to areas where the benefits outweigh the additional harvesting costs. The benefits of cut-to-length can include improved fibre
recovery, higher log values, longer operating season, improved secondary transport,
reduced silviculture costs, and increased fibre supply.

Cut-to-length system

For mills that consume multiple log-lengths, the CTL system may affect inventory control. In CTL, a computer in the feller-processor makes the bucking decisions, but these
decisions are made in the sawmill in tree-length systems. Therefore, the entire log inventory must be consumed by the mill before changes to bucking specifications will be
realized. In tree-length systems, the change can be immediate. This means that the
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inventory for CTL systems should be minimized to retain maximum ability to change
log-lengths as required for different market conditions.
On the other hand, changes to the log-length specifications are easy to implement
because of the high degree of computerization. Once the computer is updated with new
specifications, all subsequent logs will be cut to the new lengths.
Debris is left on-site and is used as a travel mat to support the weight of the forwarders.
The debris mat allows the operating season to be extended because it allows for travel
over softer ground than would otherwise be feasible.
CTL systems require specialized equipment for all phases from falling through secondary transport. From the equipment owner’s perspective, CTL systems require a longterm commitment to acquiring equipment and changing operating procedures; in
contrast, full-tree and tree-length systems are interchangeable. Considerable capital
investment is required, and CTL cannot be considered for individual cutblocks. From
the planner’s perspective, CTL can be considered for individual cutblocks only if a
market exists for the logs and a contractor with suitable equipment is available upon
short notice.
Between-phase interactions
Harvesting timber can be considered a materials-handling process in which the output
from one phase is used as the input for the next phase. Therefore, each phase can
influence the operating conditions of the next phase, and the interactions between
phases must be considered for maximum efficiency.
A common operating technique for reducing costs and increasing the safety
factor is to separate the phases so that each machine works at its own best rate without
interference from other equipment. If the production rates of the different phases are significantly different from one another, then one of the machines will incur delays and
increased costs.
Scheduling

The company and contractor must decide how much inventory to carry between phases
because of the carrying costs for the inventory. If the inventory is too large, then the
carrying charges will be excessive, but if the inventory is too small, then production
delays may occur. The inventory may be only a few hours’ production, or it may be
several months’ production, depending on the site characteristics and the harvesting
system.
Roadside systems are well adapted to separating the phases because of the opportunity
for stockpiling the timber between the phases. With mechanical systems, falling and
skidding are commonly scheduled on the same cutblock, separated by several days’ production. In landing-based systems, the skidding, processing, and loading can still be
separated, but with more difficulty. Working on several landings simultaneously within
one cutblock makes separation of the phases easier. If the cutblocks are small, then
several cutblocks within the same general vicinity may be required for efficient
operation.
Grapple-equipped machines, both for cable and ground-based equipment, are better
suited to roadside operations than choker-equipped machines, and thus, better able to
separate the phases.
On steep sites harvested with cable systems, it is typical to fall the entire cutblock
before starting yarding because of the safety hazard; falling and yarding simultaneously on
steep terrain is dangerous. Falling and yarding may occur simultaneously on a cutblock on
gentle terrain if there is enough distance between the falling and yarding crews.
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Optimizing the timber for the subsequent
phase implies that the timber is oriented correctly, is bunched or sorted as required, is
placed in an accessible location, and has minimal breakage. These conditions are
determined by both operating techniques and equipment selection, and require clear
communications between workers so that everybody knows the requirements of the following phase. Considering each phase in isolation will lead to inefficient harvesting.

Optimizing the timber for subsequent phase

Figure 143
Poor communication
between the falling and
skidding crews resulted in
excessive soil disturbance on
this site. The timber was
skidded up the adverse
grade to a road located at
the top of the ridge — it
could have been skidded
down the draw to the right,
avoiding the adverse grade,
if the timber had been felled
differently.

The most critical interaction
is usually between the falling and extraction phases
because falling offers the
greatest opportunity to vary
the orientation of the timber.
If the timber is oriented incorrectly, then every tree
will require turning before
skidding, which may result
in increased soil disturbance and production delays.
In partial cutting, improper
orientation can also increase damage to the residual stand. The faller must be aware of
the proposed extraction direction, and orient the timber accordingly.
It may be beneficial to use a more expensive machine for one phase if a greater payback can be realized at a following phase. For example, mechanical falling is more
expensive than hand-falling, but mechanical falling allows for the use of more efficient
skidders. Without bunching, line skidders are required because grapple skidders are
ineffective. The cost reduction for grapple skidding is enough to compensate for the
increased cost for mechanical falling. Another example is to use a loader-forwarder to
build bunches for a grapple yarder or grapple skidder to improve the skidding efficiency.

Figure 144
Trees were felled by
hand then bunched
with an loader for
skidding with a
grapple skidder.
Productivity for the
skidder was increased
by the bunching.

A range of slopes and site conditions may be too steep for ground-based skidding equipment, but not too steep for mechanical falling equipment. Cable yarding systems are
then required. In such situations, using a feller-buncher with a swing yarder configured
for grapple yarding may be more efficient than
using hand-fallers and a highlead yarder.
Timber breakage can occur at any point in the
harvesting process, and the value losses are
cumulative. Equipment selection and operating
techniques that reduce the breakage will result in
increased value of the delivered timber. The effect
on profit is not so clear — the benefit of increased
value must be weighed against the additional cost
of recovering the fibre. More timber can often be
extracted from a stand by using feller-bunchers or
feller-processors because of the reduced breakage
compared with hand-falling. The reduced breakage occurs both in the falling and skidding phases.
Breakage may incur a liability that must be
addressed later. For example, careless falling
near gullies may result in additional cleanup
costs to remove the debris from the gully.
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SITE AND STAND CHARACTERISTICS
Site and stand characteristics, as opposed to characteristics defined by the planners and
operators, are inherent to the site. These characteristics influence the success of using
a particular class of equipment. Over the long term, the general site and stand characteristics that are expected must be examined, and the equipment fleet selected to suit
those conditions. The time horizon for selecting the equipment is related to budget and
capital amortization issues, and is generally three to five or more years.
Contractual and corporate obligations mean there is less flexibility to choose different
equipment in the short term, and the equipment selection question is reversed. The site
and stand characteristics remain important, but instead of asking “What equipment is
suited to this site?” the question becomes “What site is available to use this equipment?”
The process of matching equipment to sites becomes a matter of ensuring an adequate
quantity of suitable sites for the available equipment.
These site and stand characteristics are divided into four broad classes for discussion:
terrain, soil, timber, and weather and climate.

Terrain
Terrain, especially the sideslope, has the most influence on machine selection. In general, cable systems are more commonly used on coastal sites with steep sideslopes, while
ground-based systems are more common in the Interior, where slopes are less steep.
Although other factors such as soil texture and climate also influence the choice between
cable and ground systems, terrain is the predominant factor.
Other important terrain factors are ground profile, riparian areas, gullies, and
roughness.
Slope
Slope is the predominant factor in choosing between cable and ground-based equipment. In addition, slope can be an important factor in determining the suitability of different machine types, especially for ground-based equipment.
Although the average
sideslope for the entire
cutblock is the measure
used most often to describe
a cutblock, the maximum
slope plus the amount of
area over which these maximum slopes occur are
also important. For groundbased systems, small areas
with steep slopes do not always mean that a different
machine must be selected,
because the effect of steep
slope can often be reduced with different operating techniques. For example, short, steep
slopes can be harvested with directional falling and reaching from the side, or by straightdownslope skidding. But when the extent of steep terrain increases beyond just isolated
patches, the machine selection for the entire cutblock may be affected.

Figure 145
Clambunks are quite
stable and can work
on steeper ground
than rubber-tired
skidders.

Terrain
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Slope influences the safe working envelope for ground-based equipment. Wheeled
equipment can work safely on slopes to about 35%, while tracked machines can work
up to about 50%. Specialized tracked machines can work on steeper ground, while
loader-forwarders are limited to about 30%. Forwarders have a high centre of gravity,
and become unstable if positioned crossways on the sideslope. They are limited to slopes
of about 35%. Clambunks are quite stable, and can work on slopes up to 60%.
Ground-based equipment works more efficiently when skidding downhill, and
adverse skidding should usually be avoided. Forwarders, clambunks, and tracked
skidders can tolerate more adverse skidding than wheeled skidders, although their production will be reduced with adverse skidding.
Slope affects cable machines differently than ground-based equipment — there is not
the same distinction of machine types by slope classes because each machine type can
work on all slope ranges if deflection is adequate. Cable yarding systems usually work
better for uphill yarding, although either direction is feasible. Gravity systems require
about 30% sideslope for the carriage to return to the hookup site.
Very steep or broken terrain (> 70%) can increase the amount of breakage during falling and yarding and decrease the mobility of on-the-ground workers. Building suitable
landings is difficult on steep slopes, so the layout must consider landing location. The
landing area must provide sufficient space to land and unhook the logs without them
sliding back into the cutblock. When suitable landing locations are not available, alternate systems must be considered.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Ground-based skidding on steep ground may require bladed skid trails, which are a
source of soil disturbance and can intercept and concentrate water flow resulting in erosion and sedimentation.
Ground profile
The ground profile indicates the general shape of the ground as viewed across the contours. Profile is different from roughness, which is described later. The ground profile
can be considered over the full width of the cutblock, or for an intermediate distance
(30–150 m). Both the overall and intermediate profiles affect cable systems, while the
overall profile does not affect ground-based systems as much.
O P E R AT I O NA L

Since cables hang in an arc, a concave ground profile is optimal to use cable systems.
The measure of the ground profile to provide adequate space for the cable sag is called
“deflection.” Deflection is measured as a percentage of the horizontal distance between
the two ends of the cable. For short distances and light payloads, 6% deflection may
be adequate, but for larger payloads, up to 15% deflection may be required. Depending on the type of cable system, up to 25 m of clearance is required below the cable to
accommodate the carriage, chokers, grapple, and logs.
The harvesting area must be planned carefully by running deflection lines across the
critical zones. The analysis should not be limited to just the specific cutblock; adjacent
areas should be examined as well to ensure that the road network will be useful and
adequate for future cutblocks. Various analytical methods and computer programs can
help the planner to calculate the deflection and payload before road construction or harvesting operations commence.
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With adequate deflection and clearance, the cables hang clear of the ground from the
yarder to the tailhold, which maximizes yarding efficiency by minimizing hangups.
Fewer hangups also results in reduced soil disturbance. Even or convex profiles are
difficult to harvest with cable systems, and may require backspars or multi-span skylines
to cover the area. On uneven slopes or broken ground, more road may be required to
provide access to all locations.
Uneven profiles are less of a problem with ground-based systems than with cable systems because the machines can travel on the benches between the steeper areas.
Depending on the size and type of machine, they may be able to reach the timber on
the steeper areas while remaining on the benches. Trails will be required to link the various benches with the landing or haul road.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

For cable systems, areas with poor deflection may experience increased soil disturbance.
For ground-based systems, the number and distribution of benches and ridges will
influence skidding patterns, including the location and extent of skid trails, which may
affect the amount of soil disturbance.
Riparian areas
Riparian areas occur next to the banks of streams, lakes, wetlands, and gullies and
include both the area dominated by continuous high moisture content and the adjacent
upland vegetation that exerts an influence on it. These generally sensitive sites may have
different forest management requirements than the remaining cutblock, and warrant
using alternative harvesting techniques. For example, there may be a
requirement to leave
standing trees, fall and
yard away from the
stream, or leave machinefree buffers. In British
Columbia, the Forest
Practices Code’s Riparian
Management Area Guidebook describes a method
for identifying and assessing these areas and recommended management
practices. Riparian management areas, as defined
in the guidebook, always
include a management
zone, where constraints may be applied to harvesting, and may include a reserve zone,
where harvesting is generally prohibited. The width of the reserve zone and management zone depends on the classification of the stream, lake, or wetland. The procedures
for determining the width are described fully in the guidebook.

Figure 146
Riparian management
areas always include a
management zone, but
may also include a
reserve zone.

Harvesting operations within the management zone should minimize disturbance to the
understorey vegetation, avoid damage to any remaining trees, and maintain bank
stability. Limit the amount of disturbance to that required to achieve successful
regeneration.
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Figure 147
This loader held the
tree as it was cut by
the faller. Once the
faller moved out of the
danger zone, the
loader pulled the tree
away from the reserve
zone located behind
the standing trees.

Proper falling techniques are the key to successful harvesting operations in riparian
areas. Either manual or mechanical methods can be used, but the capabilities of the
extraction equipment must be carefully considered before falling commences. Hydraulic loaders have been used to control the direction of
large, high-value trees by holding the tree while
it is cut by the faller.
Line skidders winch individual trees without
travelling into the riparian areas if the trees are
aligned properly. This technique implies closely
supervised hand-falling to ensure that the faller
knows the required skidding direction. Grapple
skidders have limited reach, so they are inappropriate to use with hand-falling. Many logging contractors, even those that rely upon
grapple skidders, have a line skidder on site for
use in such situations.
Grapple skidders or clambunks can be used for
harvesting riparian areas if the trees are small
enough for feller-bunchers to pack them after
cutting. Depending on the soil conditions, feller-bunchers can travel into the zone, cut the trees, and transport them out of the zone
with minimal soil disturbance. A zero-clearance feller-buncher will minimize the width
required for the trail. Close supervision is required to ensure that the skidder operators
do not follow the feller-buncher’s trail into areas where they are prohibited.

Figure 148
Logs were fully
suspended over this
management zone to a
landing on the
opposite side of the
stream. The profile
allows for adequate
deflection and
clearance.
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In some cases, loader-forwarders are permitted into riparian areas to retrieve individual
trees. Careful maneuvering is required to move the trees out of the zone without damaging the residuals. FERIC spoke to one company that reported that its loader-forwarder
lifted the trees back to vertical to make it easier
to move them through the residual stand.
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Using cable equipment around riparian areas
implies careful consideration to the tailhold
location. Skyline systems can span the zone if
the ground profile beyond the zone provides
sufficient elevation to raise the cables above the
standing timber. A slackpulling carriage must be
used so that the skyline can remain tensioned
at all times. Note that the skyline may be lowered occasionally for maintenance, and it may
cause damage to residual trees and other vegetation. With highlead or grapple systems, the
cables are continually raised and lowered, so
tailholds beyond the management zone are unworkable. Locating the tailholds on the near
side of the management zone implies that all
the borderline trees must be away from the zone
to be within reach of the chokers or grapple.
Careful directional falling is required.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Machine operations within riparian areas must be done with minimal soil disturbance.
The operators must be made aware of the importance of proceeding slowly and carefully. Dry conditions with low ground-pressure equipment will minimize the risk of
creating ruts, as will frozen conditions or deep snow.
The residual trees should be chosen to present a windfirm boundary to avoid future soil
disturbance caused by windthrow. Various techniques such as topping, pruning, or edge
modification will reduce the sail area of the residual trees and reduce the risk of
windthrow.
Gullies
Gullies — steep streams that run within steepsided and deep channels — are sensitive areas
that may require special management considerations. Debris flows and debris floods are of
concern in gullies. Site factors that can affect the
level of these hazards include steepness of gully
sidewalls, availability of loose material, stream
gradient, and the drainage basin area. Harvesting-related factors include the amount of soil
disturbance during yarding, volumes of debris
left in the gully, removal of stabilizing trees,
unstable road crossings, and poor drainage
control.

Figure 149
The tailhold for this
yarder was located
across the gully. The
skyline enabled the
machine to lift the logs
out of the gully
without causing soil
disturbance.

In British Columbia, the Forest Practices Code’s
Gully Assessment Procedures Guidebook provides information on assessment procedures for
coastal sites, and describes management objectives and pre-logging strategies when operating
in gully areas on the Coast. The areas adjacent
to gullies can also include riparian areas, with associated management requirements,
which may have to be considered along with any special measures required for gully
management.
In many cases, the riparian management zone adjacent to a gully will allow only partial cutting. Therefore, selection of harvesting equipment for working near gullies should
be based on systems that work well close to standing timber or for partial cutting. This
results in some unique requirements for the harvesting equipment. The selected equipment must be able to:
• remain outside the harvesting zone while still reaching the timber;
• extract timber from steep ground;
• extract the crop trees without damage to the residual trees;
• extract trees without causing excessive soil disturbance to gully sidewalls; and
• minimize the amount of logging debris entering the gully.
In addition, the equipment may be required to remove debris from the gully if it
accumulates in the channel.
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Workers’ safety must be a priority when logging in or around gullies. Steep slopes, leaning trees, slippery footing, and productivity concerns compound one another to make
gullies extremely hazardous workplaces. The hazards and risks must be examined carefully and a safe procedure agreed upon before harvesting.
O P E R AT I O NA L

Figure 150
A swing yarder with
its lines extended
over a gully.

Falling within the gullies is limited to non-mechanical methods. The trees must be felled
carefully in the desired location, whether cross-slope to minimize breakage and debris
accumulation in the gully, or upslope to minimize the distance to the gully edge. Uphill falling is difficult and dangerous, and will require
hydraulic jacks or other means to control the
falling direction.
Line skidders are well suited for working around
gullies, provided that the ground adjacent to
the gully is suitable for ground-based machine
travel. The skidder can be positioned near the
gully edge and the cable pulled out to reach the
logs. Similarly, large loader-forwarders can
reach the logs from the gully edge without
entering the gully. Grapple skidders, forwarders,
and clambunks are poorly suited for logging
from gullies because of their limited reach.
Tightly spaced gullies, or other no-travel zones,
will make skidding difficult because the machines must be able to work between gullies
without encroaching on them; also, logs must
not sweep into the gullies while turning. During falling, the trees should be aligned with
the skidding direction to ensure that the minimum amount of space is required for turning the logs. Bucking the trees into short logs may be required. Gullies and other
no-travel zones spaced closer than two tree lengths are difficult areas to harvest.
When harvesting in gullies, cable systems are better suited than ground-based systems
(i.e., yarders can remain outside the gully while reaching the logs). In contrast, groundbased systems must travel closer to reach the logs. However, the cables must remain clear
of standing timber, which differentiates partial cutting and clearcutting. With partial
cutting, the cables must be suspended above or to the side of the standing timber, while
in clearcutting, the cables can be positioned within the gully itself. For partial cutting,
skyline systems with slackpulling carriages are well suited, while any cable system can
be used for clearcutting.
With skylines and slackpulling carriages, the deflection and payload must be examined
carefully, and correct bucking procedures used to ensure that the yarder can
extract the logs. “Sideblocking” will allow the logs to be pulled out of the gully to
underneath the skyline before yarding them to the landing. This technique requires a carriage that can be clamped to the skyline during lateral yarding.
Debris accumulations within the gullies must be managed. Chokers are less efficient than
grapples for picking up large volumes of debris because a worker must take the time to
hook each bundle of debris. Other removal methods, such as hand piling the debris and
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removing it with a choker or post-harvest removal by helicopter, may be more efficient
for small volumes.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

When logging is permitted in gullies, the trees must be extracted without scouring the
gully sidewalls, and debris accumulations must be removed. With cable systems, this
puts two requirements on the system design: (1) the chokers or grapple must be able to
reach into the gully to hook the logs, and (2) the lift should be maximized to enable lifting
the logs clear of the ground.
Using slackpulling carriages is the best method for reaching into a gully with chokers
because the skyline can remain tensioned while the dropline is spooled out to reach the
logs. With a grapple or a highlead system, lowering the lines and spotting them accurately in a steep gully is difficult. Interlocked winches make it easier to control the grapple
accurately within the gully.
The ability to lift the logs is directly related to the deflection, so the deflection near gullies
should be maximized. Tall yarders, backspar trees, short yarding distances, and suitable
ground profile can all increase the deflection. Yarding distance and ground profile
are influenced by road and landing location, so careful layout will help ensure proper
placement.
However, there are competing factors for landing placement and the subsequent yarding
direction with respect to the gully. Locating the landing inside the gully gives a “clear
view” up or down the gully, and maximizes deflection. However, the debris
accumulations at the landing are unacceptable. Moving the landing to outside the gully
improves the debris situation, but reduces deflection and lift.
Roughness
Ground roughness is independent of slope. It is a measure of the height and spacing of
obstacles that affect the ride and stability of ground-based equipment and the ability of
cable equipment to yard efficiently. Typical obstacles that impede the machines’ travel
are rocks, boulders, depressions, outcrops, large stumps, and windfalls.
O P E R AT I O NA L

Rough ground can cause instability, and a lower centre of gravity can be an advantage.
The logs dragged by skidders tend to enhance their stability, while the high carrying
position of the load for forwarders tends to reduce their stability.
Ground-based equipment must also be able to maneuver efficiently between the
obstacles while transporting the payload. Forwarders are better able than skidders to
maneuver between obstacles because the short logs do not drag over the obstacles
during turns. Full-length logs behind a skidder are less maneuverable.
Large stumps and boulders can cause hangups for cable systems. Swing yarders are better
able to yard around obstacles because they can alter the location of the cable slightly
by swinging slightly off-centre.
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Soil
Texture and moisture content
Soil texture and moisture content, two of the most important soil characteristics, affect
the soil’s ability to support machine traffic and resist degradation. Various processes can
degrade soil, including:
• soil compaction and puddling;
• soil displacement;
• forest floor displacement;
• surface soil erosion; and
• mass wasting.

Figure 151
Puddling and
compaction from
excessive machine
traffic during wet
weather.

Figure 152
Using wide tires on
a skidder during
winter logging on
Vancouver Island.

The sensitivity of a site to these processes depends on a number of factors such as terrain, slope, climate, hydrology, and soil horizons, texture and depth. Once this
information is known, management practices can be implemented to ensure that the
effects of these processes are minimized. This generally involves placing limits on the
amount and types of soil
disturbances caused by harvesting and silviculture
treatments. Soil disturbance
is generally higher, and
therefore more of a concern, with ground-based
harvesting systems than
with cable systems.
In British Columbia, under
the Forest Practices Code,
soil disturbance hazard assessments are carried out on
some sites to help make certain management decisions based on the sensitivity of a site
to soil degradation. The procedures for carrying out these assessments, along with some
related management concerns, are described in the Hazard Assessment Keys for Evaluating Site Sensitivity to Soil Degrading Processes Guidebook. For jurisdictions other than
British Columbia, these processes or other similar processes may be used. An exact description of what systems to use and where is beyond the scope or intent of this handbook — its purpose is to
highlight the important issues and encourage the
reader to seek expert
advice, especially in marginal situations.
Both soil moisture and soil
texture play a role in the
soil’s ability to withstand
machine or equipment
impacts without being
degraded. Neither factor
can be changed to suit
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harvesting requirements, but soil moisture is partially within the manager’s control by
scheduling the harvesting operations for when the moisture content is lowest, such as
summer or early fall. For ground-based equipment, the sensitivity to compaction is
commonly used as a guideline for equipment selection and operating techniques, particularly when operating on gentle slopes and uniform terrain. Areas with high
compaction hazard are usually restricted to harvesting on dry or frozen conditions, or
with deep snow cover, or no ground-based equipment is permitted to operate on the
site. Seasonal impacts are discussed later in this section. On steeper slopes where
machines often operate on trails, displacement and mass wasting hazards become more
important.
The soil moisture and texture must be considered together because soil moisture affects
each soil type differently. Sandy soils are not easily compacted, even when moist; in
contrast, loamy soils are susceptible to compaction when moist but are more resistant
to compaction when dry. Fine-textured soils such as clays and silts are susceptible to
compaction even at low soil moisture contents.
Soil texture plays an important role in determining these detailed hazard ratings. However, FERIC observed during the interview process that operational personnel such as
woods managers and logging supervisors typically used less precise descriptions of soil
types. Terms such as “winter ground” versus “summer ground” or “fine-textured soils”
versus “coarse-textured soils” were commonly used by operational personnel, instead
of the detailed soil hazard ratings specified in the British Columbia guidebooks.
O P E R AT I O NA L

When using ground-based
equipment, the operators
must be prepared to reschedule their activities if the
soil moisture content becomes too high, such as during heavy precipitation.
Attitudes regarding soil disturbance have changed substantially over the past few
years; FERIC was told many
times during the interviews
that contractors and operators have become much more diligent about policing their own activities. Some companies have established guidelines for shutdown criteria during wet weather, and have
distributed these guidelines to their contractors. It is not uncommon for the contractors
or operators to cease operations on their own accord.

Figure 153
The tracks on this
forwarder facilitate
travel on softer
ground compared
with just tires.

As an alternative to shutting down, the harvesting pattern for the whole cutblock should
be examined and planned for maximum flexibility. Preserving the drier areas for wetter weather may help to avoid shutdowns. This strategy has minimal cost even if the heavy
rain does not occur, and may make the difference between working and not if the rain
does happen. Other techniques are to confine skidding to bladed trails or to cease trucking in favour of stockpiling the timber during heavy precipitation.
High moisture content and fine soil texture often occur together, such as near swamps,
where the soils are moist and have low bearing capacity. Some alternatives to using
conventional ground-based equipment are to schedule the harvesting under frozen
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conditions, to use low ground-pressure equipment such as feller-processors and forwarders, or to use cable equipment.
As discussed elsewhere in the handbook, using specialized equipment is seldom
economical for just one cutblock — it must be part of an overall plan that includes
amortization of fixed costs. The planner must calculate the amount of timber that would
become available for harvesting with the different equipment, and the effect of adding
the new equipment on costs and length of operating season. Only a thorough examination will reveal whether alternative equipment will be justified.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Given a particular type of equipment, controlling the soil moisture via scheduling can
be used to affect the amount of soil disturbance. The susceptibility to compaction generally increases with soil moisture, and surface water can cause erosion. All other things
being equal, soil disturbance will be lower with dry soils than with moist soils.
The aerial and cable systems can work under conditions with high soil moisture content without causing excessive soil disturbance. This is especially true for the skyline
systems that can lift the payload clear of the ground. Highlead systems may cause more
soil disturbance than other cable systems because they must drag one end of the log
on the ground.
Seasonal impact
The seasonal impact on soil is typically reversed between interior and coastal locations.
Winter in the Interior brings frozen conditions, when access is least restricted. When
the snowpack is light, the frozen ground can support vehicles without rutting or
compaction. Deep snow can also protect the soil from damage, although it can also act
as an insulator to prevent the soil from freezing if heavy snowfall occurs too early in the
season. In such cases, deep snow may not provide sufficient protection from soil disturbance. Summer and the transition periods before and after summer usually produce
the most concern about soil disturbance.
On the other hand, winter and its transition periods are the critical times for soil disturbance on the Coast because of higher rainfalls. The soil is rarely frozen for a sustained
period at the low elevations where most winter operations take place.
O P E R AT I O NA L

Figure 154
Traction in deep,
powdery snow was
difficult for this
forwarder.
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Winter is the least expensive time for harvesting in the Interior because of the easier
access caused by frozen conditions. However, deep snow can impair the mobility of
wheeled skidders, to the point where tracked machines are required to construct access
trails. Forwarders with tandem axles and tracks are
less susceptible to deep
snow than skidders, although very deep snow will
also reduce their mobility.
The snow also changes
characteristics throughout
the winter season; early in
the season, the snow is typically dry and powdery
(“sugary”), and offers little
traction. Later in the season
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as the snow begins to melt and becomes more dense, it offers better traction. Late winter, when the snow is most compact, is a prime time for ground-based skidding in the
Interior.
On the Coast, winter offers less favourable conditions for logging because of the inclement weather. High precipitation, high winds, and saturated soils increase the risk of slope
failures on steep slopes. Fallers cannot work during windy conditions, so the frequency
of non-productive days increases in the winter. Trucking becomes difficult because of
steep, icy roads.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

The most critical time for soil disturbance in the Interior is the transition period before
and after summer. Low millyard inventories after spring breakup may result in corporate pressure to begin harvesting operations when the soil moisture content may be high.
The highest levels of supervision are required at these times to avoid poor operating practices. In the fall, high precipitation levels may saturate the soil, which increases the risk
of soil disturbance. After a summer of dry conditions, the operators may be unprepared
for working under more critical conditions.
Soft-footprint machines such as feller-processors and forwarders are advantageous during
the transition period because they can operate with less soil disturbance than conventional ground-based equipment such as skidders. With less seasonal “stop-and-go,”
forwarder operators may also be more prepared to using the proper operating techniques.
Wide tires or tracks mounted over the tires can also reduce ground pressure and soil
disturbance.
Operators must not be deceived by snow on the ground because the snow can simply
be masking unfrozen soil. If the weather before the snowfall has not been cold for long
enough, then the ground may not be frozen and the snow will act as an insulator, preventing any additional freezing. In such a case, the snow must be deep and compactible
enough to distribute the machine’s weight over a wide area to prevent soil compaction.
For coastal areas where the harvesting plan includes ground-based harvesting with
skidders, the driest periods during the summer offer the best conditions for minimizing
environmental impact. Loaders used as loader-forwarders and mobile backspars can
work year-round in many locations, but must always avoid localized areas of wet or
sensitive soils.
There may be short periods during the winter on the Coast where the temperature drops
below freezing for a sustained time, and the ground becomes sufficiently frozen to support harvesting equipment without rutting and compaction. However, the proper permits must already be in place to take advantage of these infrequent opportunities, and
close supervision must be undertaken to ensure that operations cease if conditions
change.
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Timber Characteristics
Timber can be characterized by the tree size, stand volume, and quality. For each characteristic, the cutblocks have an average value and a range of values, both of which affect
the machine’s ability to operate effectively.
The long-term timber resource must be examined, and equipment selected that best
balances between low operating cost and flexibility to adapt to the full range of timber
characteristics. In some cases, the timber characteristics have minimal impact on the
equipment’s ability to operate (e.g., grapple skidder), while in other cases, a mismatch
between equipment and timber will prevent the equipment from operating at all (e.g.,
feller-processor in large timber).

Figure 155
This large processor
from Vancouver Island
can easily handle
second-growth logs.

Tree size
Tree size affects logging equipment in two distinct ways: (1) its physical ability to lift and
process the tree; and (2) the operating cost. Larger trees require larger equipment to withstand the stresses involved with lifting heavy payloads, while smaller trees require machines
that will not cause excessive log breakage. Larger trees usually result in lower operating
costs, within the physical
limitations of the equipment
to handle the tree. The exact
relationship depends on the
type of equipment and its
application.
Tree size can be measured
several ways, such as volume, diameter, height, and
weight. A discussion of volume per hectare, a characteristic of the stand that is
related to tree size, follows.
O P E R AT I O NA L

Figure 156
Smaller logs allow
the use of smaller
equipment.

Machines that lift and support the tree during the processing cycle are most affected by
tree size, while machines that simply move the trees are less affected. For example,
feller-bunchers are typically used for trees up to about 1 m3 because larger trees are too
heavy for most feller-bunchers to lift. Beyond that size requires the use of hand-fallers
or feller-directors that do not fully support the trees. This action has a ripple effect on
the subsequent phases; for
example, grapple skidders
and clambunks are most
effective when used with
feller-bunchers.
In addition to the size limit
caused by lifting capacity,
some machines are limited
to maximum diameter,
while others can handle a
wide range of sizes. For
example, feller-bunchers
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and processors are limited by the size of their saws or grab-arms, and it is not uncommon to encounter trees larger than the machine’s capacity. Such trees must be handled
by alternate means such as hand-fallers or hand-buckers. On the other hand, equipment
such as grapple yarders and line loaders can handle almost any size of tree, although
some sizes are handled more efficiently than others. A tree too large for these machines
to handle is rare.
Occasional large logs can be handled as an exception by most systems, but a steady
supply of oversized trees increases wear and tear and maintenance. The equipment must
be selected to efficiently handle the largest tree that will be routinely encountered, and
provisions made to handle the oversized trees.
Smaller trees can also have an impact on a machine’s effectiveness, especially regarding physical damage to the trees. Large grapple yarders or line loaders ineffectively
handle small trees because their grapples are so heavy that it is difficult to avoid breakage without unacceptable losses in productivity. With mechanical falling, fellerprocessors are more exacting machines than feller-bunchers, and are less likely to be
used to push over small trees. Instead, each tree is cut individually, even if quite small,
which can lead to increased utilization of small stems.
However, the issue with small trees is not so much the physical capability of the
machine, but the operating costs. Many harvesting operations require trees to be handled individually, which produces higher costs with smaller trees. Small trees usually
require less time for processing, but the unit cost increases substantially because of the
reduced volume.
Various techniques for bunching and handling several trees simultaneously have been
devised to counteract the trend for increased costs for smaller trees. However, efficiencies
gained at one phase may come at the expense of higher operating costs for another
phase. For example, the advantage of grapple skidders compared with line skidders is
that they can hook and unhook many logs very quickly. However, grapple skidders
require the use of a feller-buncher to work efficiently; therefore, falling costs are increased
compared with hand-falling. Grapple skidders would be uneconomic to operate without the added expense of a feller-buncher, but together, they are effective.
Manufacturers recognize the effect of tree size by producing a range of products in different size classes. The smaller machines are built lighter because they do not experience the same stress loads; therefore, they have lower ground pressure. The owner and
the equipment dealer must carefully examine the timber resource and match it to the
size class.
The interaction between tree size and terrain features can influence machine selection.
For example, many stands of small trees are within the economic harvesting range for
mechanical systems, but grow on sites too steep for skidders, so different primary transport equipment is required. Swing yarders configured for grapple yarding or clambunk
skidders may be viable options, but they both require feller-bunchers.
Although feller-bunchers can work on steeper terrain than skidders, they also have limits.
Without a feller-buncher, hand-falling would be required, which may make these systems uneconomic.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Larger tree size may lead to increased soil disturbance if the machine cannot support
the log adequately.
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Volume per hectare and total cutblock volume
The issues of volume per hectare and cutblock volume are based largely on amortization of fixed costs.
O P E R AT I O NA L

The fixed costs for moving into a cutblock must be amortized over the cutblock volume.
Larger cutblocks result in lower unit operating costs, and for a given cutblock size, higher
volumes per hectare result in lower costs. In general, the more mobile the equipment,
the more able it is to deal with lower volumes.
In cable yarding, each yarding road also has a setup cost to be amortized. This cost makes
cable yarding more sensitive to volumes per hectare than ground-based skidding.
Machines with shorter setup times can operate more economically in stands with lower
volumes per hectare than machines with longer setup times.
Lower volumes per hectare also require greater lengths of road to develop the same
volume of timber, which increases the amortization cost for road development.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

With lower stand volumes, more roads are required to harvest the same volume of timber which may lead to increased risk of sedimentation, and other environmental impacts
that originate from roads.

Figure 157
Does the timber
quality warrant handor mechanical falling
and processing
methods?

Quality
Timber quality is a concern in the log-manufacturing process. Log manufacturing
includes removing the branches, topping the trees, removing rot and defect, cutting the
logs to length, and sorting.
The objective is to produce
logs acceptable to the mill
from the existing timber
resource at an acceptable
cost. Higher-quality trees
require less processing and
produce less debris to be
managed.
Timber quality, although
important, is not usually the
primary driving factor in
choosing equipment for log
manufacturing. More important is how the manufacturing process fits into the overall
harvesting system, including final delivery to the mill.
Trees can be processed into logs at different locations, including a central processing
yard, roadside, landing, or stump. The choice of processing location is a long-term decision that affects the equipment selection. Once the decision is made and appropriate equipment acquired, there is limited flexibility to change the location.
The type of equipment influences the size and location of debris piles, a by-product of
log manufacturing. Issues such as nutrient recycling from branches and needles, roadside compaction, debris disposal, and net plantable area are all affected by the choice
of processing location.
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Since tree quality is a factor mainly in the processing phase, the discussion will focus
primarily on the processors, even though log quality should be considered for all phases.
Any changes made to the log-manufacturing processes must consider the impacts on
the other phases.
The most basic choice for processing methods is whether to use manual or mechanical methods, a choice governed largely by other factors such as terrain or tree size. However, quality does have an effect (e.g., small, limby trees with abundant decay would
be better suited to mechanical processing because of the amount of labour required for
hand-bucking). In very decadent stands, safety hazards such as rotten tops and branches
can fall on the hand-fallers. This is especially true in partial cutting systems, when making
the initial opening in a clearcut, or when falling the right-of-way for road construction.
Hand-fallers and buckers can examine each log individually to make the best falling or
bucking decision. In selection systems, the crop trees are chosen according to visual
clues that may be difficult to see from the cab of a feller-buncher. Hand-falling may be
required to achieve the quality objectives. With a properly trained grader-bucker, the
value of high-value trees can be further increased by proper bucking. Mechanical falling and processing are better suited to uniform or lower-value trees that are treated more
as a commodity.
With mechanical processors, the dangle-head machines tend to work better
with small trees with small
branches as compared with
stroke delimbers for larger
trees with larger limbs. The
drive systems used on dangle-head processors to
move the logs through the
head tend to slip on the
trees with large limbs, but
the strokers have a better
grip. Depending on the
method used for encoding the length-measuring information, slippage may cause
inaccurate readings and require the log to be reprocessed to obtain a correct length
measurement. Even without the complications caused by slippage, length-measuring
equipment must be calibrated regularly to ensure proper operation.

Figure 158
The fast processing
time on this small
dangle-head processor
makes it well suited to
small-diameter trees.

Dangle-head processors cut the log to length after just one pass over the stem, while
strokers usually make two passes before cutting the log. Thus, strokers can examine the
entire log for defect (either visually or mechanically) before making the bucking
decision, and should make a better decision. However, this distinguishing characteristic may not be important in stands with smaller trees, where the bucking decision is
based on top diameter.
Sorting may be a concern in multi-species stands, or stands with many different products. Sorting by mechanical processing at roadside is limited to two or three sorts, but
sorting on landings is usually done with a second machine such as a front-end loader,
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and the total number of sorts can often be increased. Depending on the landing size
and configuration, six or more sorts may be feasible.
Feller-processors used in cut-to-length systems are efficient at removing mid-stem
decay that may otherwise go unnoticed until the log reaches the mill. By removing the
decay as soon as possible after felling, the amount of unusable material that is transported
through the system is minimized. On the other hand, feller-processors are more fragile
than feller-bunchers, and less liable to be used for pushing over undersized trees.
Instead, each tree must be cut individually, which provides the incentive to make a log
from the tree. Utilization can be improved from stands with a high percentage of small
trees by using feller-processors.
Windfall can affect the choice of equipment and methods. Safety is a primary concern,
especially for hand-fallers. Rootwads can easily crush a worker if proper precautions
are not taken. Mechanical falling is much safer, but the equipment must be large enough
to handle the tree size. Feller-buncher heads with high-rotation side-tilt can improve
productivity compared with the regular felling heads because they can align with stems
lying in many different directions, such as might happen after a windstorm.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Debris disposal is influenced by timber quality — the more decay, defect, and branches
on the trees, the more debris generated. The consequence of more debris will vary
depending on the processing location (i.e., at the stump, roadside, landing, or central
sortyard).
With at-the-stump processing, the tops and branches remain on the site, and their
nutrients are eventually recycled into the soil. However, the tops and branches may also
interfere with silviculture treatment or present a fire hazard; the relative importance of
these issues will vary depending on the local requirements. At-the-stump processing can
be accomplished with a variety of equipment, as determined by other factors such as
terrain and tree size.
With roadside, landing, or central-yard processing, debris management must be
addressed, although it does not substantially affect the selection between various equipment types.
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Weather and Climate
Adverse weather conditions can disrupt harvesting operations for any given day (e.g.,
it may be too rainy for skidders, too windy for fallers, or too foggy for helicopters to
operate). Even though the exact days that will be affected cannot be predicted, planners usually account for some shutdowns to occur based on local climate, or long-term
average weather patterns.
O P E R AT I O NA L

Weather mainly has an impact on operating techniques, rather than on equipment
selection. Some ways that weather influences harvesting operations include:
• Heavy rainfall increases the risk of unacceptable soil disturbance by skidders
because of high soil moisture content.
• High wind increases the safety hazard for fallers.
• Dense fog reduces visibility, making grapple yarding difficult.
• High wind and dense fog make flying helicopters unsafe.
• Hot, dry weather increases the chances of fires starting on cable-yarding cutblocks
because of friction from rubbing cables. Other potential sources of ignition include
high-speed saws on feller-bunchers and sparks from tracked machines working on
rock.
• Cold weather makes branches more brittle, and easier for delimbers to remove.
• Dense snow caused by slight warming improves the traction for wheeled skidders.
• Deep snow covers the felled timber and makes footing unsafe for choker-setters on
cable yarders.
Each machine type is influenced by weather in its own way. Wet weather typically
affects ground-based equipment more than cable
equipment. Yarders are
more affected by wind and
poor visibility than groundbased equipment. Helicopters are most influenced by
poor weather since they require safe flying conditions.
Occasional days lost to poor
weather conditions are accepted as a cost of doing
business, but the average
frequency of shutdowns caused by weather must be considered.

Figure 159
Operating groundbased equipment on
sensitive soils during
wet weather can result
in site degradation.

The long-term weather, or climate, will often influence the annual work schedule,
especially as it relates to seasonal operating areas. In coastal areas, operations typically
move from the high elevations in summer to low elevations in winter to make operations easier. Such problems as icy roads, slippery footing on steep sideslopes, and logs
buried under the snow are minimized. In contrast, Interior operations usually favour
winter conditions when frozen ground and snow cover reduce the risk of causing soil
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disturbance. Logs buried under the snow are less of a problem with ground-based systems because the delay between falling and skidding is usually less than for yarding. With
less time between phases, the risk of unexpected snowfall is reduced.
Although equipment selection is driven primarily by terrain and timber, the climate may
influence the choice in some situations. For example, when choosing between skyline
or helicopter systems, a high number of foggy or windy days would favour the skyline
over the helicopter. Also, climate and soil conditions may work in combination. For
example, the summer operating season for skidders may be too short to be economical, while the longer operating season of forwarders may favour their use.
These influences of weather and climate pertain to operating techniques, rather than to
the equipment selection itself. For the most part, equipment selection is guided by terrain and timber considerations, while the weather and climate simply affect the way that
the equipment is used. Flexibility is the key to working with weather — have alternative areas to which to move the equipment if weather conditions force the closure of
the current area.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Wet weather increases soil moisture content, and the risk of causing unacceptable soil
disturbance with ground-based systems. On steep sideslopes with cable systems, poor
weather can increase the risk of slope failures. This effect is most pronounced along the
standing timber edge, where high winds can cause windfall which can trigger slope
failures. The slope failures may cause stream sedimentation. Environmental problems
usually occur during bad weather.
However, bad weather affects the choice between equipment types less than the
timing of operations. If the ground is too steep for environmentally safe ground-based
equipment during wet weather, it is also likely to be too steep during dry weather.
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EXTERNAL REQUIREMENTS
External requirements are characteristics of the operating environment that can be
changed by human interventions. They are not inherent characteristics of the site, and
may change from time to time. The external requirements have been divided into three
classes: forest management considerations, corporate policies and business practices,
and layout and development.
Figure 160
A small tower yarding
uphill from a partial
cut in the Interior.

Forest Management Considerations
Harvesting operations on managed forest land
are subject to plans and decisions made at
higher levels, and harvesting activities must
conform to the requirements of various legislation, permits, or management regimes. These
requirements are usually outside the control of
the planner or logging contractor to change.
Silvicultural system
A variety of silvicultural systems is used in
British Columbia, including clearcutting, selection, shelterwood, and seed tree. One aspect of
the planning process is to choose a harvesting
system that is compatible with the silvicultural
system.
Clearcutting is the predominant silvicultural
system in British Columbia, and all of the harvesting systems can clear-cut. Accordingly, the silvicultural system is not an issue when
selecting the harvesting system if clearcutting is planned.
The other silvicultural systems can be broadly grouped as various forms of partial cutting. In choosing the harvesting system, the question is “What are the implications of
using different harvesting systems under various partial cutting prescriptions?” There are
two broad issues: (1) the equipment must be able to maneuver itself and the harvested
logs in confined spaces without damaging the residual trees and site, and (2) often the
equipment must be able to work economically with less harvested volume than is typical for clearcutting on similar sites.
Often, the same equipment
used for clearcutting can be
used for partial cutting, but
with more operating constraints and at a reduced
productivity rate. This
method of operation may
suffice for a few cutblocks,
but for a steady program of
partial cutting, equipment
optimal for the task is
desirable.

Figure 161
A forwarder working in
a partial retention
system in the Interior.
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The machinery used for partial cutting must be able to travel safely within the confined
spaces of a corridor cut through the standing timber. Forwarders are especially well
suited to this task because the logs are cut short and carried, making them easy to
maneuver between the standing trees without damaging the residual trees. Small skidders
and tractors are also well suited to the task, but clambunk skidders are ill suited because
of their size and limited maneuverability. Small skyline yarders, both single-span and
multi-span, are suitable for partial cutting, but large skyline yarders are unsuitable
because of their high cost.
The falling method must be matched to the subsequent yarding or skidding method. If
the trees are hand-felled, the yarding or skidding equipment must be able to reach the
felled trees from the travel corridor. Grapple-equipped machines, either skidders or
yarders, are poorly adapted to partial cutting operations with hand-falling. Furthermore,
highlead systems are unsuitable for partial cutting because they can reach only as far
as the choker length will allow. Instead, skyline systems with slackpulling carriages work
better.
Grapple machines can be used if the trees are bunched after falling. Bunching can be
done with a feller-buncher, a feller-processor, or a loader-forwarder. In this context, a
loader-forwarder would build bunches in the corridor for a yarder or skidder to move
to the landing. An important feature to consider for falling or bunching machines is the
superstructure design: “zero clearance” machines are designed with minimal superstructure overhang, making them suitable for working within narrow corridors without
damaging the residual stand.

Figure 162
A loader-forwarder
working in a partial
cut, moving the trees
from the felling site
into a corridor for
subsequent yarding
with a swing yarder.

Feller-bunchers can reach only as far from the trail as their boom will allow, making it
necessary to locate the corridors fairly close together. Loader-forwarders are similarly
limited, although they need
only to reach to the felled
trees rather than all the way
to the stump. Some fellerprocessors have extendible
booms to reach farther into
the stand, making them able
to work from more widely
spaced trails.
Faller safety is a concern for
partial cutting systems.
Every tree could become
hung up during falling,
which creates a safety hazard. Worker safety is much improved with mechanical falling. In addition, feller-bunchers
and feller-processors can better control the falling direction of the trees, which may reduce breakage of both the cut trees and the residual trees.
Proper layout, including payload analysis, is critical to achieving optimum productivity in partial cutting systems, especially because cutblock volumes are reduced compared with clearcutting. Layout and falling patterns that orient the trees in the direction
of skidding minimize the amount of tree turning, which increases productivity and reduces damage to the residual stand. Keeping the trails as straight as possible is also
beneficial.
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Each phase of the operation must be coordinated to ensure that a timber supply is
always available to minimize costs. Operating in several areas simultaneously may
reduce costs.
Cable systems have the added requirement that suitable anchor and support trees must
be found. Anchors and supports for subsequent entries into the stand using the same
harvesting system should also be considered — several suitable supports should be left
at each location to allow for tree mortality.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

The harvesting system for partial cutting must be capable of removing the logs without
compromising the health of the forest. Therefore, breakage of standing trees (including
advance regeneration), scarring, and soil degradation must be minimized. Falling trees,
logs sweeping around corners, logs dragged to the inside of corners, machine travel, hits
by the felling head, and whipping overhead cables are all potential sources for scarring
and breakage. Multi-span skylines have the lowest potential of the cable systems for
causing damage to residual trees because the cables are held within the corridor by the
intermediate supports.
Residual trees can be protected by leaving rub trees in strategic locations. These trees,
which absorb the damage instead of the residual trees, are removed during the final
stages of harvesting. Another strategy is to protect the trees with barrels or other materials (Hedin 1994).
Scheduling the operations to avoid critical periods for tree growth can reduce the amount
of scarring. Trees are most susceptible to scarring when the sap is running; that is, in the
early spring and summer. Thin-barked species may also be more susceptible to scarring
during very cold periods. The amount of soil compaction and damage to the trees’ roots
can be reduced by operating during dry, frozen, or snowpack conditions.
An additional consideration for selecting the falling equipment is to consider the ability to judge which trees to cut and which to leave. Visibility from the cab of a
machine may be limited, although skylights can improve visibility. Several companies
commented to FERIC during the interviews that hand-fallers can better judge which trees
to cut and which trees to leave than an operator enclosed in a machine cab.
Utilization standards
The choice of harvesting
system may influence the
utilization level, especially
regarding breakage and
stump height.

Figure 163
Accumulating several
trees before bunching
improves efficiency in
small timber.

O P E R AT I O NA L

Mechanical falling can
reduce the amount of breakage compared with handfalling when the machine is
matched correctly to the
timber size. The falling direction can be controlled more precisely, which reduces the amount of breakage during falling, and the stems can be aligned for less breakage during skidding, yarding, or
forwarding.
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The choice of falling equipment is especially critical for small trees because of falling
costs and volume recovery. Hand-falling becomes very expensive as the tree size
decreases, and directional falling may be sacrificed in favour of speed. This action may
result in more breakage during skidding; therefore, mechanical falling is usually preferred. Feller-bunchers with accumulator arms are ideal for cutting small trees, although
there may be a tendency to simply knock over the smallest trees. If a feller-processor is
substituted for the feller-buncher, the total volume recovered from the stand can be
increased; since each tree must be cut individually with feller-processors, the additional
cost to recover the volume instead of discarding the tree is low. However, productivity
will still be low because of the small tree size.
Winter operations on a snowpack are typical for the Interior. Either hand-falling or
mechanical falling is feasible in moderately deep snow, but too-deep snow will make
it difficult for hand-fallers to cut stumps low enough to meet standards. Shovelling the
snow away from the base of the tree may be required. In contrast, feller-bunchers can
push down through snow to cut lower stumps. Feller-processors are less capable of
cutting low stumps in deep snow because the saw head cannot be pushed through the
snow very easily.
Fresh snowfall may conceal the trees after falling, and grapple-equipped skidders or
yarders can dig through the snow to find the hidden logs.
Piling logs with a loader-forwarder in preparation for grapple yarding may make it easier
to hook the logs and reduce breakage, especially for smaller trees. Piling the logs at a
slight angle to the yarding direction may also make it easier for the operator to hook the
logs.
The harvesting system may need some method for handling exceptional logs such as
those too large for the mechanical falling equipment or special products such as poles
and pilings. Hand-fallers working with choker-equipped machines are often more
effective for these tasks than grapple-equipped machines. Large trees are often left
until the surrounding small trees have been harvested, but different companies handle
poles and pilings differently. They may be harvested either before or after the primary
harvesting. Two-pass harvesting for special products is impractical with cable systems
because of the high setup costs and the need for clearance for the cables.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Figure 164
A feller-buncher
head specialized for
windfalls. The grapples
can pick up fallen
trees, or the head can
be turned vertically for
falling standing trees.
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Feller-bunchers with high-rotation heads are better able to buck windfalls than those with
non-rotating heads. The wider range of rotation allows the head to be aligned with the
stem without turning the feller-buncher itself. This can improve utilization and productivity, as well as reduce the
soil disturbance caused by
skidding the tracks.

External Requirements

Soil disturbance guidelines
In recent years, minimizing
the amount of soil disturbance has become a major
consideration for harvesting
operations. Various guidelines for different jurisdictions may set maximum
allowable limits for soil

disturbance based on parameters such as soil sensitivity ratings and soil disturbance hazards. In many cases, the requirement to manage the soil disturbance has changed the
way that harvesting systems are selected and the equipment used.
Risk management, especially on marginal sites, lies at the core of these changes. On
these marginal sites, the risk of causing unacceptable soil disturbance can be sufficient
to choose different harvesting equipment than might have been selected in the past.
Some immediate results of this risk-based approach are the deployment of cable systems instead of ground-based systems on steep or sensitive terrain, the introduction of
tire-and-track systems such as forwarders and clambunks, the trend towards less
summer logging in the Interior, and the more widespread use of helicopters. In most
cases, these changes require more expensive equipment and methods and changes in
operating techniques.
Although equipment selection may be founded on soil disturbance principles as defined
in legislation, FERIC observed that equipment selection is generally considered in terms
such as slope, terrain, soil conditions, and season, as described elsewhere in this handbook. The actual soil disturbance guidelines were not prominent in the selection
process.
FERIC was also told many times during the interviews that operator attitude had a much
greater impact on soil disturbance levels than the equipment itself. Properly trained and
highly motivated operators are the best insurance for minimizing soil disturbance. Soil
disturbance problems are often associated with a single-minded dedication to high
production or poor planning.

Rehabilitation of disturbed areas can also be done after harvesting to restore soil
productivity and prevent the effects of soil-degrading processes. However, these activities must be considered or planned prior to harvesting to ensure that rehabilitation measures are possible and appropriate for the site and soil conditions, and that any access
structures such as skid trails are constructed in a manner conducive to successful restoration of soil productivity.
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Corporate Policies and Business Practices
Some characteristics of the operating environment are specified by corporate policies
and practices, and are within the capability of the company to make changes.
Operating season
In the British Columbia Interior, woodlands operations are typically associated with a
specific mill, and the link between the two is often quite close. On the other hand,
coastal woodlands and milling operations are usually separate, sometimes with little
contact between them. However, in both cases, the mills typically operate year-round
while the woodlands operations are more seasonal. Therefore, the woodlands operations must build a large enough log inventory to carry the milling operations through
the shutdown period. Log inventories are expensive to maintain, and many managers
attempt to reduce the costs by extending the operating season for as long as possible to
achieve a more even-flow state.
Winter is the peak operating season in the Interior because ground-based equipment
causes the least soil disturbance on snow or frozen ground. Operations are often shut
down completely during spring breakup (when the frost is leaving the ground) and during
fall freezeup (before the ground is frozen). Summer is a favourable operating period, but
the number of cutblocks suitable for summer harvesting is often limited.
On the Coast, the typical seasonal constraints are winter shutdowns caused by snow
and ice, and summertime curtailments caused by high fire hazard. Low-elevation
winter operations are often scarce, and the peak operating times usually occur in the
summer. The drier periods of spring and fall are also desirable operating periods.
Therefore, the key to extending the operating season in the Interior is to make more
cutblocks available during the summer. On the Coast, the key is to make more cutblocks
available during the winter.
Purchasing new equipment for extending the operating season is impractical unless the
equipment can also be used economically for the remainder of the year. Furthermore,
the benefit of extending the operating season must be weighed against any potential
reductions in productivity or utility that may occur during the rest of the year. For
example, forwarders can operate when skidders cannot, but they may be less productive and they require significant changes to the entire corporate wood flow.
O P E R AT I O NA L

The seasonal limiting factor for woodlands operations depends on the geographic
location. It is important to examine the complete operation to determine which phase
is limiting and determine what can be done to extend the operating season.
For coastal locations, cable operations in deep snow are impractical because of the
potential for overlooking logs buried under the snow. The long time period between
falling and yarding increases the risk of losing logs underneath the snow. Furthermore,
footing on deep snow on steep sideslopes and trucking on steep, icy hills are hazardous.
Aside from the seasonal limitations imposed by trucking, the key equipment factor for
extending the operating season is to use grapple systems that do not require on-theground workers for setting chokers. Site factors to extend the operating season include
moving to lower elevations where the snow depth is less, or to less-steep areas where
the risk of logs sliding over the snow is reduced.
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In most locations in the Interior, the limiting factor during early spring is the high trucking
costs resulting from weight restrictions placed on public roads. In many cases, skidding
and processing for roadside systems can continue as normal during the period of curtailed trucking. If the road is constructed to all-season standards, trucking can
begin from the stockpiled logs before skidding begins. This practice is not feasible for
landing-based systems because of the limited space for log storage.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Later in the spring, when trucking restrictions are lifted, is a critical time for many Interior operations because the log inventory at the mill is usually low, and there may be
corporate pressure to begin harvesting. However, conditions in the cutblocks may not
be optimal — operations on wet soils could cause excessive soil disturbance — so special techniques should be considered. Soft-footprint machines may be required. Fellerprocessors create a debris mat that can be used as a skid trail, and forwarders and
clambunks with tracked-wheeled designs can travel where conventional skidders cannot travel. Cable systems may be able to begin operations before ground-based systems.
Trucks with central tire inflation systems may be required to maintain the road surface.
Timber flow
The purpose of a woodlands operations is to produce a flow of timber of the required
species and grades at the appropriate times, but to accomplish this task, the harvesting
equipment must work consistently. Every effort must be made to ensure that potential
delays are identified and rectified before the scheduled starting date for operations. Many
factors can cause delays: inclement weather, equipment failures, permit-approval problems, and the lack of roads into operating areas. A manager can control only some of
these factors. Flexibility should be incorporated into the harvesting plan to account for
delays beyond the manager’s ability to control.
In addition to consistent timber flow being a requirement of the woodlands operation,
it can also be a constraint on equipment selection. Consider that a delay in one cutblock
can cause other delays, and possibly affect the availability of a specific piece of
equipment. The optimal equipment may not be available when the cutblock is ready for
harvesting, and an inferior machine or system may be substituted.
Another aspect of timber flow is producing the right species mix at the right time. Since
different tree species grow on different sites, and the different sites may be better suited
to different equipment, it follows that constraints on species mixtures will affect the
equipment selection. For example, a typical situation for the Interior is for sprucebalsam stands to grow on the steeper ground, while the flatter ground supports pine
stands. The spruce-balsam stands may be suited for winter logging with skidders because
of the soil moisture, while the pine stands are available for summer logging. If the mills
require spruce-balsam timber to be produced during the summer, a different harvesting system such as forwarders or cable systems may be required.
Such factors will affect each company’s long-term equipment selection priorities, and
equipment selection must be done individually according to corporate objectives.
Mill specifications
Companies typically specify the sorts for species and grade to be delivered to the mills.
The number of sorts depends on many factors, including the stand variability, the number
of mills supplied from the operation, and the infeed configuration at the mills. The infeed
configuration to the mill also influences whether long logs or cut-to-length logs can be
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Figure 165
Logs stored at roadside
in a cut-to-length
operation. Specialized
trucks are required to
transport these short
logs, and the mill must
also be properly
configured.

accepted. With long logs,
the mill can maximize
value, but this function is
performed in the woods by
the feller-processor in CTL
systems. For CTL systems,
the woodlands operations
must work especially
closely with the mill to ensure that the correct log
specifications are being
used.
In general, coastal operations commonly produce “camp run” truck loads and use a central location for sorting,
while Interior operations sort in the woods. Six to eight sorts can be done in the woods,
but a central sortyard is usually required with many sorts. A landing is required for six
or eight sorts, but two or three sorts are feasible with roadside operations. Smaller landings make it more difficult to separate more sorts.
With roadside operations, all the logs are piled together, so the sorts must be identified
by using slight variations of log placement within the pile. One technique — align the
butts of one sort with the road edge, and the butts of the second or third sort offset by
two or three metres — is sufficient for the loader to differentiate between the sorts.
Amount of work available
The amount of work available directly influences the decision to purchase equipment.
With an assured supply of suitable timber and terrain, companies or contractors can
accept the financial risk required to purchase new equipment. Without a reasonable
amount of work, they are reluctant to take the risk. Therefore, acquiring new equipment
for a few cutblocks is not usually a viable option.
Another strategy is to use the same equipment in new ways. With this strategy, equipment that can be adapted to be used in different ways on different sites is desirable.
Hydraulic excavators are an example of adaptable machines: excavators can be used
as loader-forwarders, backspar machines, site-preparation scarifiers, and yarders. In
contrast, forwarders are more specialized — their use is limited to transporting short logs
or being a prime mover for site preparation equipment.
Some contractors specialize and move between regions to secure a full work schedule.
Licensees also use the same technique internally (e.g., by alternating a helicopter crew
between several divisions on a multi-year schedule). If travelling between sites, the
amount of work at any location must be sufficient to amortize the mobilization costs at
a reasonable rate. Another drawback for specialized contractors is that all licensees may
want the equipment at the same time to comply with various environmental constraints.
Everybody may need the equipment at one time, and then nobody may need it at
another time. Such a business is difficult to operate.
Furthermore, cut controls limit the amount of timber that can be harvested each year,
and any volume provided to a specialized contractor will likely be deducted from an
existing contractor. The regulatory conditions of various tenures make it difficult to take
volume away from existing contractors, so negotiations between company and contractor will be required.
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Unique methods
Canadian loggers will often devise new ways to log a difficult site using the available
equipment, given the opportunity to try new techniques. During the interview process,
FERIC saw several examples of this innovation.
Using two or more machines together in new ways
was a prominent theme
in the unique methods,
especially using hydraulic
excavators with other equipment. Loader-forwarding
itself is a relatively new
method, and has been used
on various sites. The excavator’s agility and flexibility are
key to its widespread use
with other machines. Outof-lead or out-of-deflection
pockets of timber can be loader-forwarded to within reach of a swing yarder. When fitted with a winch, the excavator can double as a yarder for sites where ground-based
traffic is prohibited. One of the more innovative ideas mentioned during the interviews
was to move excavators to the top of the hill to work with skylines. The skyline could
help pull a large loader to the top of the hill, or a smaller loader could be flown to the
top of the hill on the skyline.

Figure 166
This loader retrieved
trees from within a
riparian management
zone, and bunched
them away from the
creek for a grapple
skidder to skid
them to roadside.

Intermediate supports are not commonly used on skylines, although they can be used
to solve some problems. Poor deflection is an obvious application for intermediate supports, but their use in partial cutting is increasing. Strips cut along the contours and
harvested using skylines with intermediate supports were used on Vancouver Island to
achieve visual screening from a well-used recreational lake.
Skidders have difficulty on adverse slopes, but not cable machines. On suitable sites,
using a skidder at the bottom of a slope to forward timber to a highlead yarder can save
a significant amount of road. In other circumstances, building one trail to the bottom
of the hill may allow the skidders to skid the timber to the bottom of the hill without
trails, and then follow the single trail back to the top.
Several methods were used for cut-to-length systems, all in an attempt to solve particular problems in particular circumstances. The classic method includes feller-processors
and forwarders, but FERIC
also saw feller-bunchers
and processors working
together to improve productivity.
The rationale for cut-tolength systems was questioned at one south-central
Interior location that FERIC
visited: the desired result
was to leave more nutrients
on-site, and the conven-

Figure 167
Rather than random
skidding in the adverse
direction over the entire
cutblock, the logs are
skidded downhill to a
trail, then uphill to the
haul road. By eliminating
the adverse random
skidding, site disturbance
can be reduced and
productivity increased.
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tional thinking was to use feller-processors and forwarders in a cut-to-length system. The
innovative solution was to use conventional equipment in a tree-length system, and to
haul branches and tops back from the landing to the woods using the grapple skidder.
A consistent message heard during the interviews was that planners wanted to work
within a permit-approval system in which the desired results after harvesting were stated,
and let the loggers use their ingenuity to achieve those results.

Figure 168
Typical operating
controls for a modern
feller-processor. The
operator must manage
several hydraulic
controls and monitor
the computer system.

Labour availability and training
The most modern equipment will provide no better results than run-of-the-mill
equipment if the operators are not properly trained in its use. This is especially true for
environmental considerations such as soil disturbance — the importance of operator attitude and aptitude cannot be overstated. Many
times during the interviews, FERIC was told that
the operator was far more important to the success of a type of equipment than the equipment
itself.
New or specialized equipment often requires
different skills than old equipment, and the
operators must be given adequate time to adjust
their operating techniques. Introducing new
equipment to an operation does not guarantee
that it will be used correctly or efficiently. Training is not limited to new equipment and techniques — maintaining a labour pool with
traditional skills is also important. For example,
techniques such as rigging backspars, intermediate supports, and skylines are not common
knowledge in many highlead crews, and skilled
hand-fallers may be scarce in some areas. Specialists may be required, but it is not always
possible to obtain trained people on short
notice or for a short duration. A specialized contractor may be the solution for a single
project, but this method does not develop the required skill in the local labour pool.
Effective communications are vital for continued success. The operators must be made
aware of the requirements and expectations for harvesting and the reasons for new prescriptions and techniques; they must also be trained in the skills necessary to achieve
the desired results. Continued training is important. Workplace meetings between the
operators, contractors, regulators, and licensees are vital to ensure that the correct
message is communicated to the machine operators, and that their concerns and ideas
are properly addressed. Including the resource agencies in the workplace meetings can
help to ensure that the operators know exactly what is expected from an environmental perspective.
Equipment availability and service
Nearly every piece of equipment eventually breaks down beyond the ability of local
mechanics to repair, and the owner depends on the dealer’s staff to return it to service.
As their livelihood depends on quick repairs, loggers are generally reluctant to buy
equipment unless supported by a nearby dealer; the security offered by a handy
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service depot is an important consideration in any purchasing decision. Some lessfamiliar brands of machinery do not have the extensive dealer network that the more
familiar brands have developed, and the risk involved with choosing a less well-known
brand must be factored into the purchasing decision.
The reputation of the machine regarding productivity and availability must also be considered. Canadian loggers and logging conditions are reputed to be hard on equipment,
and robust designs are vital to achieve acceptable availability. Training programs offered
by various dealers are also important, especially if they can instill proper equipment
handling methods to reduce the incidence of breakdowns.
Local conditions play an important role in availability; for example, the trees may be
larger in one region than another, which cause more wear and tear on the machine.
Equipment transportation
The smaller cutblocks that
result from the implementation of the Forest Practices
Code make the cost of moving equipment more important than previously. The
cost of moving the equipment is a fixed cost that
must be amortized over the
cutblock volume, and can
become significant with
small cutblocks. Reducing
the moving time between
cutblocks is important to
reducing harvesting costs.

Figure 169
Moving a large swing
yarder via low-bed.

Tracked equipment is slow to move, and generally requires a low-bed for moves of more
than one or two kilometres. Wheeled equipment is more mobile, and can move between
cutblocks more easily. Depending on the type, wheeled equipment can travel from a
few to tens of kilometres without requiring a low-bed.
Large, tracked coastal equipment such as line loaders and yarders are almost always
moved on low-beds, even for short-distance moves.
The overall machine size is a consideration when transportation on public highways is
required. Some machines, especially large yarders, are so large that they must be dismantled to be moved, which significantly increases the moving costs. A large volume
is required to amortize the moving costs at a reasonable rate. It is becoming more common for yarders to be designed for highway-legal transport without being dismantled.
These machines, which have been common in the United States for some time, are
newer to the British Columbia market.
For very large yarders, transportation even on private logging roads can be a problem,
especially for areas with difficult road access. Bridges and culverts must be designed
to accommodate the equipment load and be in good condition. Switchbacks and tight
corners that can accommodate log trucks may still be too tight for large skyline towers
or swing yarders with their booms lowered. The tower size, and its ability to handle tight
corners, must be considered during road layout.
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Road location
Earlier in the forest industry’s development in British Columbia, rail, flume, water, and
animal transportation systems were used to move logs from the cutblock to the mill, but
these methods have largely disappeared. Today, trucking predominates and a properly
located, constructed, and maintained road network is required for efficient and environmentally sound operations.
A road network for timber harvesting usually consists of main roads, branch roads, and
on-block spur roads. The design, location, and construction of main and branch roads
are much less influenced by harvesting system considerations than with on-block spur
roads. Other considerations such as total volume to be harvested, public access, and
high-speed travel play a more predominant role.
Proper road location is a broad subject — the discussion here will focus on the linkage
between road location and equipment selection. These two factors have a circular
relationship: potential road locations are influenced by the proposed harvesting system,
but if the road has already been constructed, the choice of harvesting systems is restricted
by the road location. The normal engineering practice is to choose the harvesting
system first, and then find a suitable road location. If a suitable road location cannot
be found, then a different harvesting system with different road requirements must be
considered. For example, skyline systems can reach farther from the road than highlead
systems, and may eliminate the need for some road. Helicopters can significantly
reduce road requirements.
O P E R AT I O NA L

The road location must be accessible by the primary transport equipment, and be suitable to the log trucks. Thus, the road must be within skidding, yarding, or flying distance
of each tree in the cutblock and in a location appropriate for the primary transport equipment. The road location must also meet the standards for grades, alignment, width, and
strength appropriate to the log-truck fleet. Lastly, it must also meet environmental
standards.
The road location should be considered for more than the immediate cutblock
because choices made in one location can influence the options available in another
location.
Ground and cable systems have different requirements for road location within the
cutblock. In ground-based systems, the road should be located near the lowest elevation in the cutblock to minimize the amount of adverse skidding. In contrast, uphill
yarding is favoured for many cable systems, so a higher location within the cutblock is
preferred. In locations with suitable terrain, ridgetop roads maximize the amount of
uphill yarding; however, this requires an existing road on the top of the hill. More commonly, the cutblock is split, yarding a portion uphill and a portion downhill.
The critical point for deflection depends on the position of the yarder on the hill. For
downhill yarding, deflection can be increased by moving the yarder farther from the hill.
For uphill yarding, the critical point is often immediately adjacent to the landing because
the yarder must be positioned away from the edge of the road to allow adequate space
for landing the logs.
Whether the harvesting system is landing-based or roadside affects the usage and standard for the road. For landing-based systems, the road location between landings is less
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Figure 170
Deflection depends on
yarder placement with
respect to the slope.

important than the landings themselves, and the road location is governed by the limitations of the log trucks. Maximum adverse and favourable grades are typical
design constraints.
In contrast, the road itself must meet the requirements of the harvesting equipment in
roadside systems. The adjacent area must be suitable for storing and processing logs,
which means the sideslope cannot be too steep, and the loader has room to operate.
In the Interior, roadside logging usually entails a butt ’n top loader operating on the space
adjacent to the road, while on the Coast, a line loader operating from the road surface
is typical. The limitation for swing loaders becomes the ability to stockpile the trees
adjacent to the road. For butt ’n top loaders, a sideslope of 15–20% is the maximum,
but line or hydraulic loaders can stockpile logs up to about 60% sideslope. The maximum road grade can also become a limiting factor; swing yarders can work safely up
to about 12%, while line loaders are difficult to operate safely above 15%.
Two other factors also pertain to road location and ground-based roadside logging. First,
the skidders must be able to drop the logs at the roadside and carry on travelling, which
means there cannot be a high cut bank to travel over. Second, the ground adjacent to
the road must be free of large obstacles so that the loader can travel. If these conditions
cannot be met, then roadside logging may be unsuitable.
Cable systems are limited by deflection, so the road location must consider the ground
profile across the entire cutblock. With swing yarders, this normally means checking
deflection in parallel lines all along the road, but for highlead systems, deflection is
checked in a fan shape from just the landing locations.
Locating the roads for cable systems in broken ground is a challenge because of limited deflection. Every part of the cutblock must be accessible to the road with adequate
deflection and clearance — a rule of thumb is that the top half of the tower must be
visible from every point in the cutblock. The amount of road required may be prohibitive, and multi-span skylines may be warranted to access some areas. Ground-based
systems might be considered because they are not limited by deflection. Combining
ground- and cable-based systems may make the timber accessible without additional
road (e.g., by loader-forwarding to a grapple yarder from behind a ridge or over a
deflection break).
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

The largest source of sedimentation and slope failures is from truck roads, and, other
things being equal, reducing the amount of road will reduce the risks associated with
roads. Long-distance systems such as clambunks, skylines, or helicopters can reduce the
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amount of road. However, these systems are typically more expensive to operate than
skidders or grapple yarders, and usually involve an economic tradeoff between amount
of road and harvesting costs.
By locating roads to take advantage of variations in terrain to maximize the deflection,
soil disturbance caused by yarding can be minimized.
Many additional environmental factors must be considered regarding road locations.
Items such as road standards, stream crossings, ditch and culvert design, and cutbank
height are critical, but do not pertain to equipment selection and are beyond the scope
of this handbook.
Landing location
Landings are the centre of activity for many systems, and their locations should be chosen
carefully. The area must be large enough to accommodate the equipment for skidding
or yarding, processing, sorting, and loading, plus room for decking logs, and their placement must be correct within the cutblock.
As with road location, this section discusses only the implications of landing location
with respect to alternative harvesting systems and equipment. Many other factors can
make one landing location preferable to another, but do not pertain to the difference
between systems and are not discussed here.
O P E R AT I O NA L

Landings, the centre of activity for many systems, are one of the most hazardous locations for workers, especially for cable yarding systems. Providing proper training for
workers can help them to avoid accidents, but providing ample working space is equally
important. Enlarging landings is easy on flat ground (within prescribed limits), but steep
terrain makes it difficult to build large landings. To facilitate landing construction on steep
terrain, landings can be built on a knoll or bench, excavated into the sidehill, built as
two smaller, adjoining landings at different elevations (“stepped” landing), or built on
a terrace. Not every site has a bench in a convenient location, so excavation is often
required. Excavation is expensive, results in a high face that may be difficult and dangerous to yard over, and generates material that must be disposed of properly. Stepped
landings require less excavation than single-level landings, and are a good way to
reduce the amount of excavated material and the height of the excavated face.
Terracing, or using cribwork to support a fill, is rare but may be warranted in unique
circumstances.
An additional consideration on steep ground is the vertical angle of the guylines. The
safe angle is prescribed by safety rules, and must fall within certain minimum and maximum angles. Achieving a low enough angle on the low side of the road, and a high
enough angle on the high side of the road may prove difficult.
Alternatives to building large landings on steep terrain should be explored. Long-distance harvesting systems such as large skylines and helicopters allow the landing to be
located away from the actual logging site on more favourable terrain. Swing yarders do
not require landings because the timber can be piled on the road. A skidder can be used
to forward the timber to a more favourable location for a landing.
In ground-based systems, the landing is usually located to optimize skidding. Downhill skidding is preferred, and the average skidding distance is minimized with the landing located near the centre of the cutblock. Other factors, such as the trees’ orientation
on the landing to enhance mechanical processing and loading, may also be considered
for landing location.
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The final landing location should be established during layout, well before road construction and falling begin.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L

The amount of excavated material and its placement should be considered when locating
landings on steep cutblocks. The amount of excavated material can be minimized by
locating landings on benches, and sidecast material is more easily contained. Locating
a landing near a stream increases the risk of siltation. End-haul to remove excess material to another location may be required.
For cable landings, the requirement for guylines outside the perimeter of the landing
should be considered. If a cable landing is located too near the edge of the cutblock,
the guylines may infringe on plantations or standing timber. Anchors may need to be
buried if the stumps are old, thereby requiring excavation in the plantation.
Again, alternative harvesting systems with different landing requirements should be
considered if the environmental risk with the landing is too high.
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INTERVIEW SITES
The following table lists the sites where FERIC visited or telephoned during the interviews
for the handbook. The comments summarize FERIC’s impression of the operation — they
should not be interpreted as complete descriptions of the operations. Instead, these
comments highlight the features that FERIC felt distinguished the division.
Interviews were conducted via telephone (T) or on-site (O/S). The on-site interviews often
included a field trip to view the operations in person.

Company

Location

Interview
Type

Comment

Industrial
Ainsworth
Lumber Co. Ltd.

100 Mile
House

O/S

Primarily feller-buncher and skidder systems
working to roadside or landings. Decking at
roadside with a loader improves skidder
productivity. Small component of cable
yarding.

Ainsworth
Lumber Co. Ltd.

Lillooet

O/S

Primarily cable systems on steep ground on
transition between coastal and interior
conditions. Small skylines used in partial
cutting prescriptions. Ground-based systems
confined mainly to winter operations except
for one cut-to-length operation. Minor
component of helicopter and loaderforwarding.

Ainsworth
Lumber Co. Ltd.

Savona

O/S

Using buncher, processor, and forwarder in a
cut-to-length operation.

Babine Forest
Products Ltd.

Burns Lake

T

Mainly roadside logging with conventional
skidders. Substantial portion is processed at
the stump. Also use small cable yarder,
helicopter, and cut-to-length with forwarder.

Bell Pole Co.
Ltd.

Salmon Arm

O/S

Skyline yarding with a small tower equipped
with motorized carriage. Various partial
cutting prescriptions to address the visualquality objectives.

Bell Pole Co.
Ltd.

Terrace

T

Primarily ground-based equipment operating
from landings.

Canadian Forest
Products Ltd.

Woss

O/S

Variety of equipment ranging from loaderforwarders to super snorkels to swing yarders
and large skylines. Operate primarily on
private land.

Crestbrook
Forest Industries
Ltd.

Cranbrook

O/S

Wide range of site conditions including
substantial amount of steep ground results in
large amount of cable yarding. Typically using
small skyline towers with motorized carriages
and intermediate supports. Ground-based
skidding often uses return-trail layout. Handfalling and bunching with loaders in some
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Company

Location

Interview
Type

Comment
areas. Using feller-processor and forwarder in
cut-to-length operations where terrain and
stand conditions are suitable.
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Federated
Co-op Ltd.

Canoe

T

Primarily skidders in landing and roadside
configurations. About 20% is cable logging
with swing yarder and small skylines.

Gorman
Brothers

Westbank

T

Mixture of grapple skidders, forwarder, and
highlead tower. Primarily roadside processing.

Houston Forest
Products Co.

Houston

O/S

Conventional, ground-based equipment,
primarily used in roadside operations.
Cutblocks with large tree sizes are designed
for landing operations to accommodate handbucking. Large range of tree size requires
range of equipment sizes.

International
Forest Products
Limited

Campbell
River

T

Typical coastal highlead and swing yarders.

International
Forest Products
Limited

Hope

T

Highlead tower and swing yarder. Helicopter
logging on alternate years to help reduce
mobilization costs.

International
Forest Products
Limited

Squamish

O/S

Conventional coastal logging with towers and
grapple yarders. Some helicopter logging.

International
Forest Products
Limited

Tofino

T

Swing yarders and highlead towers, with a
minor amount of loader-forwarding.
Helicopter logging on alternate years to help
reduce mobilization costs.

JS Jones Timber
Ltd.

Boston Bar

O/S

Transition between Interior and Coast. Have
reduced ground-based systems from 30 to 5%
of harvesting because of steep ground. Now
primarily use large highlead towers.

JS Jones Timber
Ltd.

Pitt Lake

T

Lignum Ltd.

Williams
Lake

O/S

MacMillan
Bloedel Ltd.

Eve River

T

Grapple yarder and highlead towers.
Cut-to-length system in the western part of the
operating areas allows for increased volume
recovery from small trees. Using tree-length
system to roadside or landings where the tree
size is larger. Cannot switch completely to cutto-length system because the mill must retain
tree-length capability to accommodate wood
purchased from independent sources.
Mixture of swing yarders, large skyline, and
highlead yarders. Considering a Wyssen
skyline in specific situations.

Interview
Type

Company

Location

MacMillan
Bloedel Ltd.

Kelsey Bay

O/S

Variety of equipment ranging from loaderforwarders to swing yarders to large skylines.

MacMillan
Bloedel Ltd.

Menzies Bay

O/S

Primarily loader-forwarders, super-snorkel,
and swing yarder. Using highlead towers as
required.

MacMillan
Bloedel Ltd.

Powell River

T

MacMillan
Bloedel Ltd.

Shawnigan

Northwood
Pulp and
Timber Ltd.

Houston

T

Northwood
Pulp and
Timber Ltd.

Prince
George

O/S

Two distinct operating conditions (pine flats
and steep, wetter areas) are suitable for
summer and winter respectively with
conventional, ground-based equipment. Also
use highlead and swing yarders year-round
in the steeper areas with larger timber.

Pacific Forest
Products Ltd.

Cowichan

O/S

Combination of conventional equipment
(swing yarders and skylines) and cut-tolength system (feller-processor and
forwarder). About 10% by helicopter. All
operations on private land.

Pacific Forest
Products Ltd.

Zeballos

T

Typical coastal mixture of loader-forwarders
and swing yarders. One large skyline is new
to the operation.

Pacific Inland
Resources Ltd.

Smithers

O/S

Transition zone between coastal and Interior
conditions requires range of equipment.
Wide range of tree size influences equipment
selection. Cable and ground-based systems
both important. Using clambunk skidders on
steep ground, especially for the longer
skidding distances. Require low ground
pressure equipment to extend the summer
operating season.

Pope and Talbot
Ltd.

Castlegar

O/S

Substantial amount of cable yarding
including highlead, swing yarders, and
skylines. Mechanical bunching after falling
increases the productivity of yarders.

O/S

Comment

Primarily swing yarders, although one large
skyline is also used. Mechanized operations
in second growth, using feller-processor and
loader-forwarders. Occasional use of grapple
skidders.
Second-growth harvesting using a
combination of conventional and
mechanized equipment. Dryland sort
includes a chipping plant. Operating
primarily on private land.
Primarily conventional skidders, either
skidding to landings or roadside. Small
amount of cable yarding with small towers,
and a minor amount of helicopter.
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Company

Location

Interview
Type

Pope and Talbot
Ltd.

Midway

O/S

Pope and Talbot
Ltd.

Nakusp

T

About half the volume is from cable systems:
swing yarders and small skylines. Remainder is
mechanically felled and skidded with tracked
or rubber-tired skidders. Some helicopter
logging, and a very minor component of horse
logging and loader-forwarding.

Repap B.C. Inc

Smithers

T

Variety of conditions in transition zone
between Coastal and Interior requires a variety
of equipment. Cable equipment is primarily
small highlead. Ground-based equipment
includes clambunk skidder.

Riverside Forest
Products Ltd.

Armstrong

T

Mainly grapple and line skidders, with about
80% operating from landings and 20% from
roadside. Small amounts of cable and
helicopter logging.

Riverside Forest
Products Ltd.

Kelowna

O/S

Variety of equipment and systems used on
different sites. Cut-to-length system using
feller-processor and forwarder in partial cuts.
Full-tree harvesting to centralized sortyard.
Specialized contractor for all right-of-way
timber. Extensively using temporary roads to
reduce skidding distance.

Skeena
Sawmills

Terrace

O/S

Mainly cable equipment except for one
rubber-tired skidder used sporadically, and a
large component of helicopter logging. Very
little loader-forwarding because of limited
opportunity.

Slocan Group
(was
Timberwest at
time of
interview)

Mackenzie

O/S

Complete conversion to cut-to-length system
to address several concerns including the
inability to log during the summer with
conventional equipment. Various models
including single-grip and double-grip fellerprocessors. Unique self-propelled barge used
for lake-borne transport.

Slocan Group

Radium

O/S

Over half of the cut is based on a basal area
cut silviculture prescription that requires very
careful operations to protect the understorey.
Hand-falling is often required. Combination of
ground-based and cable equipment, including
a long-distance Wyssen skyline. All skidding is
on designated trails because of high soilcompaction hazard.

Comment
Proportion of non-clearcut has increased
substantially, requiring contractors to alter
their equipment fleets and operating
techniques to adapt to small openings. Forest
floor displacement hazard is a major concern
in typical cutblocks.

Interview
Type

Company

Location

Comment

Slocan Group

Vanderhoof

O/S

Almost entirely roadside operations with
conventional, ground-based equipment.
Using dangle-head processors because of
the small tree size.

Timberwest
Forest Ltd.

Campbell
River

O/S

Highly mechanized operations in secondgrowth timber. Extensive use of fellerbunchers and dangle-head processors.
Operating primarily on private land.

Timberwest
Forest Ltd.

Crofton

O/S

Second-growth harvesting near urban areas
using small tractors. Also use loaderforwarders, long-line skylines, and
helicopters. All operations on private land.

Timberwest
Forest Ltd.

Gordon
River

O/S

Typical mixture of swing yarders, loaderforwarders, and highlead. Innovative use of
large and small skylines. Using small,
dangle-head processor in second-growth
timber. Small tractor operates in selective
cutting in second growth.

Timberwest
Forest Ltd.

Sandspit

T

Tolko Industries
Ltd.

Louis Creek

O/S

Steep-slope harvesting using tracked or flextrack skidders. Wide range of timber sizes
requires wide range of equipment.

Tolko Industries
Ltd.

Merritt

O/S

Range of site conditions requires a range of
capabilities. Primarily using skidders from
landings, but also have component of cable
logging using small highlead tower.

Weldwood of
Canada Ltd.

100 Mile
House

T

Primarily roadside logging with
conventional skidders. Also use fellerprocessor and forwarder in a cut-to-length
operation, as well as small tower and
skyline.

Weldwood of
Canada Ltd.

Quesnel

O/S

Combination of cable and ground-based
equipment, including clambunk skidders.
All operations are to the roadside. Using
horses for selective logging in wildlife
habitat areas.

Weldwood of
Canada Ltd.

Williams
Lake

T

Mainly skidders operating out of landings,
with a smaller component in roadside
configuration. Small amount of cable
yarding.

West Fraser
Mills Ltd.

Quesnel

O/S

Using tree-length to roadside system
exclusively, including one with a grapple
yarder. Two contractors use clambunk
skidders to allow for more summertime
operations.

Swing yarders and large skyline. Using
loader-forwarders on suitable terrain.
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Interview
Type

Company

Location

West Fraser
Mills Ltd.

Williams
Lake

T

Conventional ground-based operations with
about 25% as cable operations. Also have
significant amount of volume harvested
from selection cuts using conventional
equipment.

Western Forest
Products Ltd.

Holberg

T

Exclusively loader-forwarders, super
snorkels, and swing yarders.

Western Forest
Products Ltd.

Jordan River

T

Typical mixture of loader-forwarder, super
snorkels, and swing yarders.

Western Forest
Products Ltd.

Port McNeill

O/S

Extensive use of loader-forwarders and
super snorkels, with cable systems relegated
to cleanup functions. Hands-on style of
supervision.

Weyerhaeuser
Canada Ltd.

Kamloops

O/S

Conventional landing-based operations.
Large portion of area in community
watersheds, which affects road density and
cutblock size.

Weyerhaeuser
Canada Ltd.

Lumby

Weyerhaeuser
Canada Ltd.

Okanagan
Falls

O/S

Primarily landing-based operations, with a
component of roadside. One cable
contractor with self-propelled carriage.
Gradually changing from beetle-salvage to
green-tree harvesting. Off-highway haul.

Zeidler Forest
Industries

McBride

O/S

Combination of ground-based and cable
systems, with the ground-based operations
confined almost exclusively to winter.

BC Ministry of
Forests

Campbell
River

O/S

Small Business Forest Enterprise Program
uses a variety of equipment, ranging from
ground-based to cable to aerial. Risk-based
analysis is used to specify the harvesting
system for each site.

BC Ministry of
Forests

Chilliwack

T

Many recent sales have been for skyline or
helicopter systems.

BC Ministry of
Forests

Clearwater

T

Rubber-tired skidders, flex-track skidders,
and horse logging. Significant portion
harvested with small highlead towers and
skylines.

BC Ministry of
Forests

Cranbrook

T

Mainly tractors with hand falling. Minor
amount of horse logging.

BC Ministry of
Forests

Duncan

T

Very little activity in the Small Business
Forest Enterprise Program. Previously used
some skidders, but now exclusively loaderforwarders and small cable yarders.

T

Comment

Combination of skidders operating from
landings or from roadside, and small
highlead tower.

Government
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Ministry

Location

Interview
Type

BC Ministry of
Forests

Hazelton

T

Primarily skidders operating from landings.
Some horse logging, and minor amounts of
cable and helicopter operations.

BC Ministry of
Forests

Houston

T

Primarily rubber-tired skidders in either
landing or roadside configurations. Minor
amount of horse logging, cable systems,
and cut-to-length with forwarder.

BC Ministry of
Forests

Kamloops

T

Primarily grapple skidders and small
tractors. Minor amounts of helicopter,
cable, and horse logging. Significant
amount of selective cutting.

BC Ministry of
Forests

Penticton

T

Small contractors with rubber-tired,
tracked, or flex-track skidders. Lots of single
tree selection.

BC Ministry of
Forests

Port Alberni

T

Typical coastal mixture of highlead and
swing yarder. Substantial portion of
helicopter systems, and some loaderforwarding and horse logging.

BC Ministry of
Forests

Port McNeill

T

Typical coastal highlead and grapple
yarding. Minor amounts of loaderforwarding and helicopter operations.

BC Ministry of
Forests

Prince
Rupert

T

Typical coastal highlead and grappleyarding equipment. Small component of
hand-logging, A-frame, and helicopter.

BC Ministry of
Forests

Revelstoke

T

Mainly highlead yarders and small tractor
skidders. Minor amount of helicopter and
skyline.

Comment
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INDEX*
A
adverse See skidding
aerial See helicopter
anchor 138
backspar 71, 138, 140, 153, 178
guyline 72, 79, 83, 183
mobile backspar 82, 161
tailhold 72, 83, 138

B
backspar See anchor
backspar trail 82
balloon 86
bucker See hand-bucking
buncher See feller-buncher
butt ‘n top See loader

C
cable See yarding
capital See cost
carriage 70, 75, 81, 85, 137, 152, 156, 170
chain flail See processor
chains See tractive system
cherry picker See loader
chipper See processor
choker 66, 81
skidding 131
yarding 124, 138, 152, 167
clambunk 55, 147
costs 10
partial cutting 170
roadside 127
slope limit 151
soil disturbance 66, 131, 173, 181
terrain 156, 163
clearance See deflection
compaction See soil disturbance
cost 9, 10, 162
aerial 88
falling 98, 110, 172
processing 114, 117, 121
skidding 50, 56, 58, 63, 64, 68, 128, 150
yarding 75, 83, 137, 170
cutblock size 164, 179
falling 91
helicopter 76
loading 126, 149
skidding 56, 121
yarding 72, 83

* Bold numbers reference key concepts of an index entry.
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cut-to-length See system, cut-to-length
cycle time 51, 55, 63, 68

D
dangle-head See processor, dangle-head
daytime See hours of operation
debarker See processor
debris
chipping 117
falling 100, 150, 156
forwarders 57, 131, 149
helicopters 142
loader-forwarder 60
nutrients 148
processing 93, 109, 115, 129, 148, 164
yarding 71, 72, 81, 136, 138
defect See timber characteristic
deflection 75, 82, 135, 152, 177, 181
skylines 137, 139, 156
delimber See processor
diameter measurement 120
downhill See skidding or yarding
dropline See carriage

E
excavator
adaptable 176
feller-buncher 100, 106
loader-forwarder See forwarder
mobile backspar 72, 138
site rehabilitation 129
trail construction 132

F
feller-buncher 99, 102
falling direction 143, 144
grapple yarding 150
partial cutting 67, 133, 165, 170
riparian zones 154
skidding 56, 67, 82, 163, 177
tree size 83, 162, 172
utilization 172
feller-director 96, 104, 162
falling direction 143
feller-processor 96, 111, 115
debris 175, 178
falling direction 143, 170
tree size 162
utilization 150, 163, 166
flex-track See tractive system

Forest Practices Code 4, 129, 130, 135, 179
forwarder 57, 148
debris mat 57, 131, 149, 175
loader-forwarder 51, 59, 154, 177
partial cutting 134, 170
safety 58
soil disturbance 159, 161, 173
terrain 156
full-suspension See yarding
full-tree See system, full-tree

G
grapple See skidder or yarder
gravity slackline See yarding, shotgun
ground-based systems See skidding
gully See terrain
guyline See anchor

H
hand-bucking 88, 92, 108, 116, 121, 143, 163
hand-falling
falling direction 143
partial cutting 171
safety 96, 144
tree size 162, 172
harvester See feller-processor
harvesting system 49, 112, 133, 147, 163, 169, 180
heelboom See loader
helicopter 80, 86, 142
distance 86
falling 91
partial cutting 94
soil disturbance 173, 180
weather 167
highlead See yarder
hoe-chucker See loader-forwarder
hogger See processor
horse 61, 127
hours of operation
falling 97, 132, 144
skidding 132
yarding 79, 140

I
interlock See winch
intermediate support See span

L
labour
crew size 59, 79, 87
training 97, 178
landing 111, 127, 182
helicopter 86, 142

loading 123, 146
partial cutting 130
processing 93, 108, 111, 114
safety 109, 125
size 109, 122, 129, 135, 136, 166, 182
skidding 54, 64, 109, 182
soil disturbance 131, 183
sorting 145, 165, 175
yarding 70, 71, 77, 135, 146, 181
location 136, 182
length measurement 112, 116, 119, 165
loader
butt ‘n top 124, 126, 128, 146, 181
cherry picker 54, 61, 125, 126
hydraulic 61, 124, 130, 135, 145
line 61, 123, 125, 136, 146, 163, 181
self-loader 126
track 123, 125
wheel 122, 123, 125, 128, 145, 146, 166
loader-forwarder See forwarder
log size See timber characteristic

M
manual falling See hand-falling
manual processing See hand-bucking
mountainous See terrain
multi-span See span

P
partial cut See silvicultural system
partial suspension See yarding, suspension
processor
chain-flail 118
dangle-head 111, 115, 119, 128, 145, 165
debarker 118
hand-bucking See hand-bucking
hogger 118
pull-through 116, 147
stroke delimber 113, 119, 128, 135, 145, 165
tray-based 119
productivity 16, 128
falling 93, 98, 103, 107, 166, 172, 177
processing 108, 111, 145
skidding 52, 56, 58, 60, 66, 68, 132
yarding 77

R
residual See silvicultural system
riparian 60, 99, 129, 153
boundaries 132, 144
skidding 67, 96, 154
road location 50, 53, 86, 140, 150, 180
roadside 127, 135
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cutblock volume 56
debris 59, 80, 93, 119, 129, 166
loading 123, 146
operating period 140
partial cutting 130
processing 93, 108, 111, 114, 117
road standards 181
skidding 55, 59
soil disturbance 136
sorting 57, 144, 165, 176
weather 175
yarding 79, 135
rot See timber characteristic
roughness See terrain
rubber tires See tractive system

S
safety 58, 128
deflection 70
falling 90, 91, 96, 109, 141, 144, 166, 170
partial cutting 94, 97, 141, 170
helicopter 89, 142
hours of operation 132, 144
landing 89, 109, 136
loading 61, 122, 125
machine stability 157
backspar 139
falling 95, 100, 145
loading 125, 126
skidding 51, 63, 152
processing 128
protective cab 58, 61, 96, 111
roadside 128, 135
skidding 51, 58, 68
slope
falling 95, 144
loader-forwarder 60
skidding 51, 56, 64, 65, 130, 152
yarding 135
terrain 53, 60, 156
weather 167
yarding 74, 76, 78, 79, 82, 85, 109
selection cut See silvicultural system
self-loading log truck See loader
sensitive sites 62
falling 96, 143
loader-forwarder 60, 131, 133, 161
skidding 60, 69
soil disturbance 6, 55
yarding 72, 76, 137, 173
shotgun See yarding
silvicultural system 169
clearcut 87, 97, 140, 156, 165
partial cutting 130, 140, 148, 169
falling 97, 133, 143
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helicopter 87
horse 62
skidding 50, 59, 63, 67, 69
yarding 71, 126, 137
single span See span
size
cutblock See cutblock size
tree See timber characteristic
skid trail 52, 55, 62, 132, 152, 177
skidder 54
distance 56
grapple 55, 67, 150, 154
line 66, 81, 154, 156
partial cutting 134
processor 116, 145
roadside 130, 181
snow 160, 167, 172
trail 63, 131, 132
with loader-forwarder 60, 170
with yarder 109, 182
skidding
distance 52, 53, 62, 63, 182
slope 51, 53, 63, 68, 130
adverse 150, 152, 177, 180
favourable 51, 53, 66, 131
skyline See yarder
slackpulling See carriage
slope See forwarder, safety, skidding, and yarding
snow See weather
soil disturbance
compaction 51, 95, 100, 158
horse 62
processor 115
skidder 55, 63
yarding 136
rutting 51, 65
skidder 150
surface erosion 55, 79
soil moisture 51, 56, 63, 153, 157, 167, 175
soil texture 51, 95, 157, 159
span 70, 74
multi-span 77, 81, 153, 170
single 83, 170
stability See safety
stroker See processor
super snorkel See loader, cherry picker
swing-arm grapple See skidder
system
cut-to-length 57, 99, 133, 148, 166, 175, 178
full-tree 92, 99, 127, 133, 147
tree length 92, 127, 134, 148, 178

T
tailhold See anchor
terrain

gully 155
excavator 101
falling 91, 150
helicopter 89
skidding 53, 66, 130
yarding 72, 156
obstacle 157
falling 95, 100
helicopter 86
loading 181
processing 128
skidding 51, 65
yarding 70, 139
roughness 98, 153, 157
slope See forwarder, safety, skidding, and yarding
timber characteristic
defect
falling 90, 94
processing 109, 164
tree size 83, 147, 162
falling 92, 103, 106, 144, 154, 172
helicopter 87
processing 105, 115, 121, 128, 165
yarding 82, 140
tower See yarder
tractive system
chains 55, 63, 68
flex track 64
tire 63
falling 95, 101
forwarder 57
loader 123, 126
processor 121
skidder 54
track 64, 179
backspar 139
falling 95, 101
loader 123, 125
processor 120
skidder 50, 152, 160
tractor See skidder
training See labour
tree size See timber characteristic
tree-length See system, tree-length
turn size
helicopter 86, 88
skidding 52, 55, 66, 68
yarding 70, 140, 152, 156, 160

falling 93, 144
helicopter 88
hot 74
skidding 167, 175
winter 103, 161
yarding 82, 140, 167
winch 62, 74, 80, 84
excavator 177
falling 91
heelboom 124
interlock 84
number in set 84
skidder 68

Y
yarder
grapple 82
deflection 138
falling 170
loader-forwarder 60, 177
roadside 136, 149
transportation 70, 179
tree size 163
weather 167
highlead 75, 137, 139, 180
deflection 138, 181
partial cutting 170
soil disturbance 160
skyline 72, 74, 75, 91, 168, 179
anchor 83, 137
backspar 139
deflection 156
distance 73, 80, 180
live 76, 84, 137, 155
partial cutting 71, 140, 141, 170
running 76, 84
slack 76
soil disturbance 160
standing 75
yarding
distance 73, 152
gravity See yarding, shotgun
shotgun 137
slope 73
downhill 79, 136, 152, 181
uphill 78, 135, 152, 181
suspension 72, 84, 137

U
uphill See skidding and yarding

W
water quality 72, 79
weather 167
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